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BAND-AIDS

NO GUARANTEES

SGA joins with
other groups to
host relief concert

Nobody kriows what to expect when Knights
open C-USA season on Saturday- sEESPORTs,s1
~

- SEE NEWS, AS

.

FREE· Published Mondays and Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com • Thursda* September 22, 2005

Protesters heading to capital's doorstep
Campus Peace Action joining others for anti-war march in Washington, D.C.
on behalf of the majority of
our nation that disagrees with
the war in Iraq," Stacy KowalStudents belonging to ski, a microbiology major,
UCF's Campus Peace Action, a s:iid.
progressive anti-war organizaThe protest against the war
tion, will be leaving this week- is . expected to have at · least
end for Washington, D.C., to 100,000 participants. ·
join others from across the
Campus Peace Action has
nation in protest against the been an active club on the
ongoing war in Iraq.
UCF campus since 2003, with_
"Campus Peace Action is its first event being a protest
attending the protest in D.C. . against the war before war was ·

VANESSA FERNANDEZ

)

Staff Writer

even declared. And since then, . event called Tent City, where
it has been increasingly vocal members set up tents on the
about its feelings toward the "free speech lawn" outside the
war.
Math and Physics Building for
Members have attended 30 days.
protests at George W. Bu.s h's
The group will be leaving
inauguration, the Free Trade tomorrow and driving for 15
Association, and various hours with nine minivans to
events in New York and the Washington.
Orlando area.
"We didn't think any moi;e
_C ampus Peace Action held .than 20 people would go, but
candlelight vigils for lost sol
diers last year and held a::i
PLEASE SEE STUDENT ON A6

COURTESY CAMPUS PEACE ACTION

Members bf Campus Peace Action at UCF participated in a protes~ at the Republican National
Convention in New York City last September.

Students
inspired
by studies
overseas

NAOMI RINGER
Senior Staff Writer

)

Threats of rain showers casf an ominous cloud over the Marching Knights'
rehearsal, but members of tbe band don't
\et that dampen their playing.
Students ignore the soggy conditions,
instead focusing their attention on the
instructions and movements of the drum
majors or student conductors.
· This fall marks more than the Marchingl<:nights' 25th anniversary, as members
retl~t on its histo:r;y and look forward to
what the future holds for the program.
lJCF Director ofBa1J.d~ Ric.h.atd-~reen
'{'L~blsi:.:.Mb""bpes the MareHtttg Rnrghts program contirlues to grow, but he doubts the
program Will probably ·never grow to
mor.e than 275 students.
"We are trying to make it more·stable,"

'KATE HOWELL
News Editor

lie said
·

Wine, pasta and culture
three things that can be found
in Italy and three things that
inspire UCF student LeAnn'
Averell.
In fact, Averell was so
inspired by Italy that, after
returning from a Qionth-fong
study abroad program in Bergamo last summer, she resolved
to help start a year-long Italian
program at UCF.
"I was really disappointed
that UCF doesn't have an Italian program ·in place for a
semester or a year," Averell
said. "Basically, we had to rush
through a semester in a month.
It was great, but it wasn't
enough. I want to go back."
Averell is going back, this
time independently. sµe leaves
in October and w)lf spend a ·
year studying Italian language
and culture at the source.
Averell arranged to tal<e
three UCF courses online,
enough to maintain her status
as a student and keep her
financial aid, and applied and
was accepted to Bergamo University. She had to arrange for
housing, figure out the details
of a student visa and fill out all
the student paperwork herself,
but she says it is definitely
worth it.
She received a scholarship
that requires a service project
upon return, and she plans to
dedicate hers to helping
expand UCF's Italian program.
"I know there are people out
there who want to study for a
year, not just a summer," she
said, "'When I get back I want to
help set up a program, work on
getting the funding and expand
the Italian department."

N NJ V E !(__ s A

Assistant band director Ron Ellis said
in a press release that they will "keep a lot

'

PLEASE SEE

Neglected Knightcast staff
receives a perlnanent home
ERIC GRIMMER
Contributing Writer

UCF has its own studentrun and operated Internetbased radio station, Knightcast,
however most students don't
know about it - a fact reflected
in the latest listener counts.
Despite its low average.
counts, the station just scored a
major victory in its quest for listeners and recognition: a brand
new studio.
Knightcast, celebrating its
fifth year on-air this semester,
has taken up residence in the
Activities Center. The Activities

.r

ce·nter is located on the outskirts of the area surrounding
the Student Resource Center.
The move has been a long·
time coming for the nomadic
Knightcast staff. The studio has
been a work in progress for
nearly two and a halfyears now.
Previous homes for the station included closet-size studios in the Activities Center and
adjacent to the Recreation and
Wellness Center.
The addition of the Knightcast studio is just one aspect of
the facelift the Activities Center
PLEASE SEE

YEARS ON A8 .

FINANCIAL ON A9

Editor's suicide leaves emotional void at student paper
were immediately notified
O'Bryant spent the hours
before his death putting together papers that outlined for the
staff how to continue in his
absence.
The staff of the Spinnaker
ASHLEY BURNS
returned to work this week.
Managing Editor
publishing the first issue since
On the morning of Sept. 12, O'Bryant's suicide. Editor in
Richard O'Bryant, managing Chief Dave Strupp said that the
editor of the Spinnaker, the stu- process of returning to work
dent newspaper serving the . without O'Bryant was certainly
University of North Florida, not easy.
"It was definitely a very slow
was found dead of an apparent
suicide inside the newspaper's process," Strupp said. "It was
something that I'm still not sure
office.
. O'Bryant, a 30-year-old sen- if we've come back too fast or
ior, hanged himself. The body not, but it's something we all .
was discovered by a custodian kind of realized that he would
at 7'37 am., and campus police have wanted us to keep going.

Spinnaker staff
members reflect
on their lost leader

"The funny thing is that.
night he sent us an e-mail with
everything he'd done for the
next issue. It was odd in how
professional he was and how
much he cared about the paper.
I guess by him doing that it
made it a little easier for us to
get back."
Support has been strong for
the staff of the Spinnaker and
students at UNF, according to
Strupp.
UNF Student Government
hosted an open fo~ for
friends of O'Bryant before a
Senate meeting on Sept. 14. A
memorial service is currently
being planned for Oct. 6 at the
PLEASE SEE

PRODUCTION ON A8

COURTESY THE SPINNAKER

Richard O'Bryant was regarded by his coworkers as an excellent journalist.

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

New Rec Center pool opens today
After months of delays, the
new, resort-style swimming
pool located next to the UCF
Recreation and Wellness Center has been granted a partial
certificate of occupancy and
was cleared to open today
while some minor details are
finished up in the next two
weeks. The pool will be open
daily from 11:30 am. to 7 p.m..
On the agenda for the pool's
opening day is a pep rally at 6
p.m. for the UCF football team
before the Knights' home
opener Saturday against Marshall at the Citrus Bowl

Learn about art photography
Rebecca Sittler, a UCF art
faculty· photographic artist,
will give a gallery talk at 11:30
a.m. today in the Visual Arts
Buildfug Room 140A
Sittler will discuss her art,
which is now on exhibit in the
UCF Art Faculty Exhibition.
Talks are free and open to the
general public. Questions from
the audience are encouraged.
For more information, call
Janet Kilbride at 407-823-3161.

How to get results from students
The Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning will
hold a student learning outcomes workshop today at 1:30
p.m. in Classroom Building 1
Room207.
Participants will learn how
to develop good student learning outcomes at the program
level Strategies for measuring
these outcomes will be
offered. This session will
include matching targeted outcomes to discipline specific
certi{ieation needs.
For more information, call
Tace Crouse at 407-823-3544.

See Proposals on stage, laugh a lot
Neil Simon's Broadway show
Proposals will open at 8 p.m.
tonight on the theater building stage and will run through
Oct. 2.
Proposals is the story of the
Hines family's retreat in the
Poconos in 1953 through the
eyes of Clemma Hines, who
has managed the family for
decades. Romantic entangle-'
ments and one-liners abound.
For tickets or more information, call the UCF Theater
box office at 407-823-1500.

Come observe the faculty senate
The faculty senate will
meet at 4 p.m. Friday in Key
West room in the Student
Union.
· Members of the UCF community are encouraged to
attend
For more information call
407-823-0318. '

INTERNATIONAL BEAT

North Korea hesitant with treaty·
details of the plan that will be
discussed future negotiations.
Christopher Hill, chief U.S.
negotiator, ·believes that the
lst
climax of these negotiations is
Generation
only the beginning, "the problem is not yet solved ... we
2nd
have to take the momentum of
Generauon
this agreement and see that it
is implemented" ,
China did not hesitate to
3rd
take credit for its part in the
Generation
deal
"China has worked to con4th
struct a lasting peace in Asia to
the benefit of the entire
world," a commentary printed
Tuesday in the communist
lira um•23Satc?m • F~~gm nte.9.
party's newspaper, People's
Kt;. C5, A1>1 ea~ xe. or Sr Daily, stated. "There is no
turning back"
COU RTESYBBC
Within moments of the
Nudear fission works best if isotopes of Uranium-235 are used. Uranium-235 has a
accord, the international compropensity to split in a chain reaction, releasing energy in the form of heat.
munity quickly turned its
anyone else.
As reported by the Finan- attention to Iran.
UCF junior Matt Messen- cial Times, the United States
'As reported by the BBC,
ger believes that the· NPT is confirmed that it had "no Britain, France and Germany
misguided.
, nuclear weapons on the are currently working to con"I feel t;hat we should also peninsula or any intention of_ vince the 35-nation IAEA
give up our nuclear program," attacking the communist state board to report Iran to the
he said. "'On top of that, I feel with nuclear or conventional Security Council, following
nuclear weapons should be · weapons."
. Tehran's decision in August to
eradicated globally, ~nd we
President Bush reacted to resume sensitive , uranium
should look to peaceful solu- the accord with caution.
conversion work
, tions to our conflicts."
Iranian President Mah· "Now there's a way forHowever, under the NPT, ward, and part of the way for- moud Ahmadinejad said Iran's
other countries .are allowed to ward is for the North Koreans program was entirely legal He
develop nuclear power -for to understand we're serious further attacked the NPT for
"nuclear
peaceful purposes under the about this and that we expect sanctioning
inspection of the IAEA, with there to be a verifiable apartheid" - permitting some
the intention of nuclear disar- process," he said after a Cabi- countries to enrich fuel; but
not others.
mament.
net meeting Monday.
Kate Robinson, a UCF junNuclear weapons-capable
North Korea came to its
countries like India, Pakistan, decision . after negotiating ior and aspiring documentary
Israel and Iran have not signed partners agreed to offer inter- filmmaker, sees the accord as a
the treaty, and are not bound national aid and consider start to future disarmament.
"North Korea agreed to·disby the rights, restrictions and development of a new light
whims of the treaty.
water nuclear reactor for an mantle because they wanted
Among the steps gained by efficient way to provide elec- something," she said. "It isn't
going to do something that big
North Korea was a promise by tricity.
.
Costing more than $2 to $3 if it doesn't benefit [that counthe United States to relinquish
further aggression towards the billion and taking nearly a try] in some way, and I think
decade to build, there are still the same goes for Iran."
communist government.

ABEER ABDALLA

F slon chain ntactlon

Staff Writer

In an agreement Monday,
North Korea agreed to abandon all its nuclear programs in
exchange for economic aid
and security assurances. In
return, it won recognition of
its desire to keep its civilian
nuclear program and a pledge
to discuss - after it meets
international safeguards and
rejoins the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty . - the light
water reactor issu~ . . ,
1
Mere hours after the deal
was sealed, North Korea said it
would not dismantle its
nuclear facilities until it gets a
light water reactor from the
United States.
"The U.S. should not even
dream of the issue of the
DPRK's [Democratic People's
Republic of Korea] dismantling of its nuclear deterrent,
before providing light water
reactors," the Korean foreign
millistry said in a statemerlt
carried by the·official Korean
Central News Agency. "We
will return to the [treafy] and
sign safeguards agreements
and comply with them immediately upon the U.S. provision
of reactors, an issue of confidence-building to us."
Washington reacted somewhat cautiously, asserting that
the new demand from North
Korea was a breach of the sixway accord, but State Depart.ment
spokesman
Sean
McCormack told the Associated Press, "We will see what
the coming weeks bring."
Japan's foreign minister,
Nobutaka Machimuta, called
the North's demand "unacceptable," and Russia's envoy
to the talks, Alexander Alexeyev, said that if North Korea
does not abide by the nuclear
treaty, it will not provide any
energy assistance, according
to the British Broadcasting
Corp.
On Tuesday, however, the
( MINING }
Chinese government down--~~
played the comment and
\
urged all six countries
involved to make good on the
promises finally made after
two years of highly contentious negotiations.
"During consultations and
moving • a4ead, we may
encounter difficulties of this
or that kind7' Foreign Ministry
Spokesman
Qin
Gang
acknowledged in a statement
to the media
The NPT is a 1968 agreement under which all coun(REPROCESSING).-----~~ (PLUTONtlUM BOMB)
tries with nuclear weapons at
that time (the United States,
Russia, Great Britain, 'France
and China) were allowed to
keep them, but agreed not to
COURTESY BBC
give them or the technology to In a nudear power station, fission occurs slowly, while it occurs rapidly in a nudear weapon. Regardless, it must be controlled carefully.
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Picnic with friends and teachers
· The Forensic Science Association will hold its 7th Annual
Student/Faculty picnic from
noon to 4 p.m. Saturday at the
Lake Claire.picnic area
Anyone interested in forensic 'science or a related field is
invited, family and friends are
welcome.
For more information, contact FSA at ucf4n6@yahoo
.com.

Listen to a faculty bassoon recital
There will be a UCF faculty
recital featuring Julie Fox on
bassoon at 3 p.m. Sunday in
Rehearsal Hall 116.
For more information, call
Julie Fox at 407-823-4341.

Watch eight contestants compete
· The Miss Caribbean Students Association competition
will be held 7 p.m. Sunday at
the Pegasus Ballroom in the
Student Union.
For more information email Tiffany Faublas at TriniTiffyl@aol.com.

Festival displays world's best short films
JEN LARINO
Contributing Writer

Upon· entering into the
Downtown Media Arts Center's cafe, the creative atmosphere hits guests as fast as the
smell of freshly. brewed coffee.
Located in the heart of
downtown Orlando, the Center was host to this year's 8th
Annual Manhattan Short
Film Festival, which was held
Sept.15-18.
The event, nicknamed the
"Manhattan Short," showcased 12 of the world's most
inventive short films to audiences across the nation at 54
venues in 31 states.

The search for the world's
best films, headed by the festival's coordinator, Nicholas
Mason, yi~lded shorts on a
myriad of topics, cinematography styles and moods.
"While the event continues to grow, we've never
strayed from our initial goal:
to showcase the next generation of filmmaker~ to the
most influential people in the
world - the general public,''
Mason wrote in the festival's
introduction letter.
Several of the films
focused oJ the disconnection
of action and responsibility,
along with an examination of
life and death through altered
perspectives.

The festival's only American film, Cuco Gomez-Gomez
is Dead!, used a realistic and
comedic documentary style
as ):he filmmaker interviewed
various Los Angeles tenants
about the death oL their
neighbor, Cuco GqmezGomez.
Several British and Australian films depiGted the colorful and often tragic aspects
of human life.
"! liked how one country
was able to show they could
produce several different
ideas [within their films],"
Christina Johnson, a UCF
freshman and festival participant, said.
·~n the films were very

different but the, one thing
that connected them to each
other was the fact that anyone could relate to them."
The top film of the festival
will be determined by audi. ence votes in each area, a
· tharacteristic unique to the
Manhattan Short Film Festival
The director of the winning film, which will be
announced Sept. 25 and posted on the Manhattan Short
Web
site,
www.MSfilmfest.com, will
receive money to assist him
or her in creating a full-length
. feature film to be distributed
to partieipating venues nex:t
. year.

LOCAL WEATHER

LET US KNOW
. .The FutiLre wants to hear
-from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
. your information to be consid. ered for the Around Campus
· column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
: editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.
·

Today
T-STORMS

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: cloudy and breezy
Tonight: early t-storms

High: 87° Low: 76°

~Friday
- v~

T-STO~_MS

~Saturday
- v~

High:89°
Low:73°

PARTLY CLOUDY

.High:90°
Low:74°

NATION&
. WORLD
Keep current w ith headlines
you may have missed

Millions ordered to evacuate
Texas as Hurricane Rita grows
GALVESTON, Texas Hospital and nursing home
patients were evacuated, and
as many as 1 million other
people were ordered to clear
out along the Gulf Coast on
Wednesday as Hurricane Rit a
turned into a 150-mph monster that could pummel Texas
and bring more misery to
New Orleans by week's end.
All of Galveston, vulnerable sections of Houston and
Corpus Christi, and a mostly
emptied-out New Orleans
were under mandatory evacuation orders, one day after
Rita sid esw iped the Florida
Keys as a far weaker storm
and caused minor damage.
Having seen what 145-mph
Hurricane Katrina did three
weeks ago, many people were
taking no chances as Rita
swirled its way across the
Gulf of Mexico.
The federal government
was eager to show it, too, had
learned its lesson after being
criticized for it s sluggish
response to Katrina It rushed
hundreds of truckloads of
water, ice and ready-made
meals to the Gulf Coast and
put rescue and medical teams
on standby.
Meteorologist Chris Landsea of the National Hurricane
Center in Miami said Rita
could strengthen into a terrifying Category 5 with wind
over 155 mph as it moves over
the warm waters of the gulf.

WASHINGTON - The
House approved a $6.l billion
package of tax breaks
Wednesday to help families
recover from Hurricane Katrina and to encourage Gulf
Coast businesses to reopen
their doors, or at leasi: ke.e p
employees on the payroll
The House passed the bill
422-0 as the Bush administration urged residents to get out
of the way of another
approaching storm, Hurricane
Rita,
threatening
Louisiana and Texas.
The vote sent the bill to
the Senate, where lawmakers
hoped to quickly give their
final approval. The package
offers tax assistance to people
and businesses dislocated by
Hurricane
Katrina · . and
expanded tax breaks for some
charitable donations to help
them
Lawmakers intend to follow the immediate aid with a
broader package of tax breaks
to encourage rebuilding of
damaged infrastructure and
commerce, particularly in
:New Orleans. President Bush
proposed creating a Gulf
Opportunity Zone with about
$2 billion in special tax breaks
encouraging businesses to
build or expand in the region.
Congress first responded
to the hurricane's devastating
blow by spending more than
$62 billion for r,e covery and
rescue eff~rts. The price tag,
expected to increase, has
caused wrangling within the
GOP over whether to cut government spending elsewhere
to de'fray Katrina's costs.

Oil prices jump again as Rita
churns through Gulf of Mexico
NEW YORK - Crude-:oil
prices rose more than $1 a
barrel Wednesday as traders
braced for the possibility that
Hurricane Rita could smash
into key oil facilities in Texas.
Workers fled oil rigs in the
Gulf of Mexico less than a
month after Hurricane .Katrina tore through the same
region, as Rita strengthened
into a Category 5 hurricane
Wednesday.
Light, sweet crude for
November delivery rose $1.25
to $67.45 a barrel in afternoon
trading on the New York Mercantile Exchange, after surging as high as $68.27 earlier•
Wednesday.
Natural gas reached a new
peak of $12.900 per 1,000
cubic feet before easing
slightly to $12.85.
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House announces $6.1 billion
in tax cuts for Katrina victims
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P·ERMONTH +
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

.

.

le

•

P/locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!! .

.

New Jetta rated as a"Best
· Pick" in Side Impact Test.

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $248
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See·dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

- Based On.Insurance Institute for Highway Safety _Side Impact Test

iililiil

iii'

I I
PER MONTH
+
MONTHLY
TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
"·

.....

·"

•

'

Auto, Air, 6· D"1sc CD CL.:.
nunger, P/Wimd.ows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded! ·
$!

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $328 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details: Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires ~0/05
·
·

..

2005 NEW
, BEETLE GL
P/W, P/L, Tiit, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and MUch More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 4$ MONTHS · . ~"'""~m*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is'$239 whfch includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

I~

. _• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

i

2005
.
TOUAREG4X4

2005 NEWGTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, '
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One1 All Power

PER MONTH+

PER MONTH·+
MONTHLY TAX
'FOR 48 ~O"NTHS

~«rlrlloW~s BIG SElECTIONI

· *48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $4.29 which includes security deposit, PLUS first .
payment + TT&L. *See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $259 which includes security deposit, PLUS first ·
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9;30/05
,

'

Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile
.
. • 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
.

'

't 1

I ~

I

.

-

2005 NEW BEETLE .GL
CONVERTIBLE

2006 NEW ·
GOLF GL
' P/W, P/L, nit, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyl~ss Remote & Much More ·

LEASE FOR

$235

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, CD and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
. Turbo Dlesel
FOR 48 MONTHS
. AW8llabl8.

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $235 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment+ TT&L. See_dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volks~agen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

PER MONT +
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is$289. which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit Expires 9/30;05.

• 4Yr/50,o·oo Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain
warrantv
. • 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
'
(

.

'

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

rs/'FIRST
TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~·

rsf'cREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTO~Y WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS ·(Purchase or Lease)

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

visit our website

aristocratvw.com

NATION &WORLD .

HIGHER
EDUCATION

'

What's in the news at
colleges around the country
u.s~ education secretary to call
for in-depth look at universities

America's system of colleges and universities is
famously decentralized, pro,ducing experimentation and
variety, but making it hard to
tackle big-picture issues such
as access and affordability on
a national scale.
U.S. Education Secretary
Margaret Spellings plans to
announce a major initiative
to address that problem: a
commission charged with
developing "a comprehensive national strategy for
post-secondary education,"
according to an advance copy
of a speech she plans to deliver at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte Monday.
Spellings said she was
"not adv-0cating a bigger role
for the federal governinent in
hig)ler education," but said
the U.S. "needs a coordinated
approach to meet rising
enrollment numbers and
new economic demands."
The announcement
comes amid growing concerns that the relative independence of American colleges and universities though a strength in many
respects - can also be a disadvantage in competing with
· other countries.

Teachers, students, parents to
be linked by education Web site
PHOENIX Arizona
education officials hope to
have 50,000 state teachers, 1
!Jlillion students and their
/ families linked through one
Web site by next August.
The new full-service Web
site, called IDEAL, is filled
'w ith learning tools to help
schools customize education
for individual students and
their parents.
State education officials
hope it can improve test
scores, teacher training and
parents' understanding of
how the school system
works.
The virtual statewide
campus is the product of a
partnership between Arizona
·state University and the Arizona Department of Education and involves $2 million
in federal funds. ·
State schools chief Tom
Horne said it will give Arizona bragging rights for taking the first step toward one
of the most comprehensive
electronic teaching and
learning aids in the country.

Seniors protest change in
Alaska's tuition waiver
ANCHORAGE, Alaska Senior citizen advocates
armed with more than 5,400
signatures urged the University of Alaska Board of
Regents to continue its policy of waiving tuition for the
state's oldest students.
Alaskans age 60 or older
can take classes without paying tuition if seats are not
filled by paying students.
"This is good public policy, it is good preventive
health policy, it is good educational policy," said Patrick
Luby, advocacy director for
AARP Alaska.
University
President
Mark Hamilton earlier this
year recommended ending
· the waiver but said Tuesday
he was willing to compromise by raising the eligibility
age to 65 and offering. a 50
percent tuition waiver.

Ex-professor sues over job,
patents; says forced to quit
EUGENE, Ore. - An exphysics professor has filed a
federal lawsuit against the
University of Oregon, seeking $7 million in damages.
Thomas Mossberg, who
resigned from the university
last year, alleges he was
forced to quit the university
to prevent the institution
from seeking control of the
pate.nts he had obtained
while doing unpaid research
for the university.
·
He also claims that the
university took apart his lab
.in retaliation for his criticism
:of the school's technology
transfer policy.
-,- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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By 5 p.m. yesterday, Hurricane Rita had increased from Category 3 status to Category 5.
FROM A2

Data showing that gasoline and distillate. fuel inventories rose in the· last week
came as a surprise to analysts
and helped prices ease off
highs, but the calming effect
was limited.

Art theft suspects
extradited to Sweden
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
- ·F our men arrested in
Copenhagen last week for
allegedly frying to sell a
stolen Rembrandt painting
were extradited to Sweden
Wednesday to face charges,
investigators said.
The painting, a self-por. trait from 1630, was also
flown back to Stockholm, and
was to be put on display
Thursday at the National
Museum, from which it was
stolen with two Renoir paintings five years ago.
Dieya Kadhum and Baha
Kadhum of Iraq, Alexander
Lindgren of Sweden and
James Fowler of Gambia,
were arrested Thursday in a
downtown
Copenhagen
hotel as they were trying to
sell the Rembrandt, police
said. They were flown to
Sweden on separate planes
and were expected to face an
initial court hearing on Friday, Swedish and Danish
investigators said.
The self-portrait is estimated to be worth $42. million and is said to be
unharmed. It was stolen with
two Renoirs from the National Museum in December
2000.

Britain says IRA must back up
disarmament promises
·BELFAST, Northern Ireland - The outlawed Irish
Republican Army must deliv-

er soon on its July 28 promises to disarm and cease all
threatening .
acti.vities,
Britain's Northern Ireland
minister said Wednesday in
his first major ,speech on the
peace process.
·
Peter Hain, who was
appointed Northern Ireland
secretary in May, said widespread Protestant rioting earlier this month was fueled, in
part, by fears about the
province's Good Friday peace
accord.of 1998.
The complex deal proposed a list of goals - including disarmament of the IRA
by mid-2000 - that were
designed to promote compromise between the British
Protestant majority and Irish
Catholic minority and end a
conflict that ·has claimed
more than 3,600 lives since
1969.
Ian Paisley, whose hardline Democratic · Unionist
Party
represents
most
Protestants, accused Britain
of repeatedly making concessions to Sinn Fein, the IRAlinked party that represents
most Catholics, to ensure
that the IRA didn't abandon
its 1997 cease-fire.
The British and Irish governments expect the IRA in
the next few weeks to confirm it has scrapped its stockpiled weapons, in what
would be a breakthrough for
the
12-year-old
peace
process.
Hain also warned Northern Ireland's two major outlawed Protestant groups, the
Ulster Defense Association
and Ulster Volunteer Force,
that they must embrace
peaceful politics or face an
increasingly tough security
crackdown.
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SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

Scott Hagen, an associate
professor of civil and environmental engineering at UCF,
and his team of graduate students have discovered that a
Category 4 hurricane could
cause a storm surge of as
much as 20 to 25 feet in parts
of Tampa Bay.
"We experimented to see
what would be the possible
outcomes in the Tampa Bay
region if it were to have Category 4 hurricane such that the
greatest storm surge would
occur,'' said Hagen
"We have used a state-ofthe-art storm surge model
with extreme accuracy," said
Hagen. Hagen and his team
ran three hypothetical hurricane tracks through the
Tampa Bay region. They ran a
parallel track, a perpendicular
track and a track at 45 degrees.
Each hurricane track was
tried at winds of forward
speeds at 5 mph and then at 15
mph with maximum winds of
140mph.
· The conclusion reached by.
his team includes Tampa Bay
receiving the highest storm
surges of about 25 feet when a
15 mph storm with winds at
maximum speed of 140 mph
moved through the region
"When we slow down the
track to 5 mph, the peak doesn't get as high but i~ maintains
itself longer which causes
increased flooding over a
longer period of time,;' Hagen
said.
According to Hagen, the
process did get pretty
involved.but things got simpler by using mathematics in
solving for variatio:p.s all
throughout the region
"We took physical equations and converted them to

an algebraic form,'' Hagen
said.
Hagen is the director of the
Coastal Hydroscience Analysis, Modeling and Predictive
Simulations
Laboratory,
which is known as the
CHAMPS Lab and has been
conducting reseai;ch similar
to this since he was an undergraduate student 12 years ago.
"We recently began studying the Tampa Bay region in
light of Hurricane Katrina,'' he
said.
·
Graduate students work-·
ing with Hagen are Peter
Bacopoulos of Daytona
Beach, David Coggin of
Orange Park, Yuji Funakoshi
of Tokyo and Mike Salisbury
of Fort Pierce.
Hagen and his team hope
to help the state become better prepared for hurricanes.
"What we are interested in,
as engineers, is to provide
information that can tell
emergency planners and
other engineers where the
worst flooding is going to be,
if there are certain roadways
that are going to be washed
away and if are there c~rtain
bridges that are vulnerable,''
Hagen said.
"If we have a hurricane
similar to that here, then people need to be moved out of
harm's way sooner rather than
later,'' he said. "We can plan
evacuation routes ahead of
time."
Hagen and his students
also collaborate with the
National Weather Service
Forecast Office in Peachtree
City, Ga., on real-time forecasting for coastal rivers. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is also
. helping with funding for the
CHAMPS Lab to develop a
real-time forecasting system
for the St. Johns River.
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Impfoved facilities essential for band
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of what we do as a great college band - the pageantry and
tradition - but make it bigger,
more flashy, more big-time."
Growth means the need for
more space and more facilities, Greenwood said. The
band· rehearses outside most ,
days,
but · unpredictable
weather plays a major role in
its practice.
The rehearsal hall holds
less than half of the 250-member band, according to the
press release.
"Improved facilities will
allow students to reach their
highest level of achievem~nt,"
Greenwood said. He added
that he hopes scholarships
will be possible in the future.
· A commemorative CD, Celebrating 25 Years of Music, is
part of a fundraising effort to
build a new facility and buy
new equipment. The CD,
which features the UCF fight
song and alma mater, will go
on sale at the bookstore and
future games.
The Alumni Band Association also hosted a car and craft
· show last weekend in Waterford Lakes to raise funds and
. promote
the
Marching
Knights' public image.
Although th,e band doesn't
participate in competitions, it
has performed at various exhibitions, such as the Florida
Marching Band competition.
Graduate student and head
drum major Laura Young sees

. Cff ARCHIVE

The UCF marching Knights are putting together a 25th-anniversary commemorative CO, "Celebrating 25 Years of Music" to help raise funds for
new facilities on campus. Currently the band holds all of its practices outdoors but recent weather has made it hard to prepare for games.

Alumnus Brian Bazemore helps new stud~nts feel part of
it as a way to encourage high
school students to stay knows showing enthusiasm . the UCF. .
involved in marching bands .on the field isn't always an
"You automatically ~ai~
200 friends," she said. · .
when they transition to col- easy task. It takes practice Marching Knights began in
five times a week - and dedilege.
Students said the band has cation to forget everything but 1980 after the start of the footone goal: entertaining the the music and getting the ball program.
,
crowd into the spirit of the
J~rry Gardner, the first
crowd.
. director,' and student Troy
"You have to give energy game.
· Bana. members are quick to Driggers went through stuout on the field,'' said Reginald
"Reggie" Ellison, one of the say that the commitment is dent files to recruit students
with music backgrounds.
few music majors in the band. worth it.
After a week of practice,
"It's about the family and
This practice is particularly
intense, according to Laura community spirit," Young the 125-member band played
at their first game in T-shirts
said.
Young,.
Fo,rensic science major and and jeans.
"We're trying to learn new
This year is dedicated to
music in a week and put it all piccolo staff Ashley Wessel
together for the game on Sat- admits they have difficult •Gardner, who died in January,
moments, but the experience Greenwood said.
urday," she said.

Tune in to what the·Army National Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition
Assfstance, $20,000 Student Loan Repayment, and up to $10,000
Enlistment Bonus. It's called serving your community,part-time wh ile
getting full-time benefits.Visit 1-800-GO-GUARD.COM/ MUSIC today
and get 3 tunes from iTunes!
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Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys . about legal matters and receive
advice. , Tn addition, legal representation, up to · and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
'
• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.
•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students. .

•

Traffic cases
Criminal law.
I
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U.ncontested dissolution of marriage
•

..

Banlauptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
\

Students in need of legal service · should - contact,
.either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Stl1;dent Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Student Resoi;irce Center, room 155,
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm. ,
F1111JeJ by 1ktinl) & Sen'iec Fee 1hro11gh the S111dc111 GoPcrnment assoc1u1ion

Since the Marching Knights' first run in 1980,in which members wore only t-shirts and jeans, the 'ucF band ha~ grown from 125 to 250 members in its 25 years of existence.

Student activists' message to Bush: 'We want out of Iraq'
opinions against the war. In
May, she received ·an e-mail
from the United for Peace and
we ended up having 45 people Justice Association about the
signed up to go," Kowalski protest, and members of Campus Peace Action soon started
said.
Each member is paymg $50 planning their trip to the
nation's capitol.
to attend.
The organization made a
"We join the many congressmen from all over the case in front of SGA, and.the
United States that have been senators voted unanimously
writing bills calling for ·vari- to allocate $1,000 for the jowous options for Iraq including ney. The money was used for
immediate withdrawal, exit hotel rooms and part of the
dates and p1ans to demolish transportation costs~
Campus Peace AcHon
permanent U.S military pres- ence in Iraq," Kowalski said. hopes to get to Washington,
"Unfortunately, the power lies D.C., by early Saturday morn· in the hands of President ing. At 10 a.m. that day, speakers from other peace organiBush." ·
From the time the war zations will rally the crowd
began in March 2003 until and begin the march to the
.Sept. 21, 2005, the U.S. has suf~ White House.
"The march will be the best
fered the loss of 1,907 military
soldiers, a.ccording to the Los part because it is going to be
so marty people walking for
Angeles Times.
"Iraq was a bad idea in the one cause,'; Kowalski said.
Buses will b~ also leaving
first place," Kowalski said.
"There were no weapons of from Gainesville, Tallahassee,
mass destruction, there were Miami and from South Florino connections between Iraq da.
"We are going to tell Bush
.and al-Qaida. Every reason
given to enter Iraq has been that we've had enough,"
proven false."
· KojValski said. "We want out
Kowalski is not alone in her ofJ;aq. Now."
FROM
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COURTESY CAMPUS PEACE ACTION

Campus Pe~ Action member Matt DeVlieger spoke to a large crowd at VCF last year when
the group -~s one of many that welcomed filmmaker Michael Moore to,;ampus.
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._2005 N1s.s.4'~:· ALTIMA 2.55
SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

Stk #5C394966
Stk #5C954112

Nicely.
Equipped

WELL EQUIPPED!
NOT STRIPPED!

\

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel

Starting As Low As

..

FROM ONLY

+

$
A/C, AUTO, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Power Windows,
CD PLAYER

Stk #5L596354
Stk #5L594151

..
A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes
Cruise Control, Dual Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release
FROM ONLY

+

Stk #5C459876
Stk #5C460160

A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, 2.5 Liter Engine, Timing Chain,
Double Wish Bone Suspension
·

•
A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY

+

,.
Model Code:13255

+24-month closed-end lease with $2,699 total due at lease inception, whiCh includes: First payment of $149, security deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,550. All
advertised pricing does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified buyers, 750 Beacon Credit Score
required. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. $500 college grad discount requires a2or 4year degree. Must be within
twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax, tag and title. $500 college grad discount requires a
2or 4year degree. Must be within twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Rnancing must be through Nissan. All offers are not to be used in conjunction.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised prices.

, TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
+All prtces plus tax, tag and titte. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Picturesfor illustration purposes only. Not responsiblefor typographical
errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included inadvertised price.

SALE HOURS:

·•

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-8• Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

NISSAN

I~

t4•1'1 •nt :1$"i t

HWY 436 Betw-n Colonial 8c University Blvd. Next to Classlc Nissan

1-SSS-NEW-NISSAN

1-800-639-7000

1-888-639-6477

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

HWV: 436 Betw-n Colonlal a. University Blvd. Next to Cla~lc Mazda East

www.classicnissan.com

SALE HOURS:

www.classicrnazdaeast.com

Local acts headline SGA relief·concert
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

SGA bas finalized plans for a
relief event to raise money and
donations for victims of Hurricane Katrina A concert will be
held at 6 p.m. Sept. 30 in the
Pegasus Grand Ballroom in the
Student Union and will feature
a number of local musical acts
and some additional performances from UCF organizations.

Aryia and Grayscale are
headlining the concert, with
The Kick and Plain Jane Automobile on the bill as opening
acts. 0-Rock 105.9 will be
broadcasting live from the
event as well.
Plans for a concert have
been in the works for weeks as
SGA officials have been working to team up with the Office·
of Student Involvement as well
IJS a number ofother prominent
campus groups to organize a

collective event to show support and concern for Gulf
Coast re1>idents displaced and
affected by Katrina
The UCF National Panhellenic Council is adding to the
night's festivities with a number of dance performances.
There will also be a victim of
Hurricane Katrina on hand to
speak to the crowd of the
ordeal and' what she experienced.
Donations will be accepted

at the door and everyone will
be eligible for door prizes,
including music memorabilia,
concert tickets and more.
SGA hopes that students
will take advantage of this
opportunity for an entertaining
evening while helping a good
cause.
"We aren't asking for much,"
SGA Chief of Staff Craig Alles
said in a press release. "But if
we all pull together we can help
a lot of victims."

Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Con d uct ·
, . .-

Drug Possession? Undera$e Drinking?
YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

Years of waiting finally over for Knightcast crew
potential audience Knightcast and anyone is welcome to try
has access to - if only they can out.
reach students. Many students
A common misconception,
is receiving.
As early as November, the simply don't know about Markovich said, is that students
Activities Center will gain a new Knightcast
must be a radio-television major
name: Backstage Diner.
Markovich and promotions to be a Knightcast DJ.
·
The Backstage Diner will director · James Argyropoulos
The only requirement to
play host to a variety of events in are working to change that.
become a Knightcast DJ is being
Knightcast currently hosts a a UCF student.
addition to Knightcast's daily
broadcast. Other planned· live event from outside the StuMarkovich is working to
events include movie screen- dent Union on Tuesdays from diversify both his staff and the
ings and performances by noon until 2 p.m. Staff members contents of the Knightcast prostand-up comedians and hip- play music and hand out T- grams.
shirts during "Live Cast" in .
hop groups.
"The more offbeat and difThe new studio is a step in addition to spreading the word ferent, the better," he said
the right direction for Knight- about the station
Knightcast's current highestcast, according to station manLast year, :K:rtightcast staff rated show is "The Blitz
ager Nick Markovich. Knight- also deejayed both Dance Report," a sports talk show that
cast · is "at the peak of its Marathons, the Homecoming has drawn close to 100 listeners.
popularity and as strong as it's Carnival and several Late
Knightcast also features
ever been," he said.
Knights programs.
many of the offbeat shows
Knightcast is currently Markovich desires, including
The average listener count
(about 25), however, is over- accepting applications for the . "Old as Dirt;' a bluegrass, old-.
shadowed by the enormous remaining disc jockey positions, time show whose host has
FROM
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played the fiddle for eight years,
and "Radio 305," a Miami-style
show featuring the culture and
music typical of South Florida
Any student who wants a
show can get one; they just need
to fill out an application online
and undergo a short training
session to become familiar with
the technical aspects of running
the equipment, Markovich said
Kirightcast hopes the new
studio will furth~ its popularity
among UCF students.
Markovich, Argyropoulos
and the Knightcast DJs are
doing all they can to make that
happen
"Be on the loo'kout, we're
coming out;' Argyropoulos said
The Knightcast staff hopes
the UCF student body will heed
that warning and come out to
the Backstage Diner. .
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Production resumes at UNF newspaper IJCF Students!!fi

~ROMA1

Fine Arts Center at UNF. This
kind of support has helped ease
the staff's return to publication
''I don't think the staff would
be as good as it is right now if it
weren't for the amazing support
from all over;' Strupp said '·' The
university has been incredible
in helping out. They offered to
put us on a retreat and ta have
memorial services. That kind of
thing has been the most helpful
in the recovery process."
It wa:s O'Bryant's devotion to
the paper that his co-workers
and friends said best described
' him. The former editor is
described as an excellent
reporter, an amazfug leader and
friend to those he helped run
the paper with.
O'Bryant helped the Spinnaker earn the title of third-best .
student newspaper in the state
by Florida Leader magazine, an
accomplishme~t O'Bryant was
very proud of.
·
"He was a trooper on all of
the production nights," Strupp
said. "He had a mind like
nobody I've ever met. He was
able to concentrate on six things
at once. My most fond memory
would be when we'd be in the
office on Monday nights, getting
· things done, and having little
·side chats whe~ we got fed up
with what we were doing.
''When we had to step back
for a little while that would usually turn into the two ofus going
over to Wackadoo's and having
. a couple beers. Those were the
best memories. There are just
so many that you have to consider, both the good and the bad
He brought out the best in
everyone."
· With all of the praise for his
departed friend and co-worker,
Strupp never saw any signs of
• something as serious as suicide.
He admits that' O'Bryant had his
flaws like anyone else, but that
his death was something no one
could have predicted
"It's not something I could
say I saw_ coming, but if some- .
body would have told me three
weeks prior I would have
understood," Strupp said. "He
was obviously depressed and he
was very good at hiding it. From
what everyone has been saying,
· he was ~t his happiest when he
was at the Spinnaker. He had his
downsides, which is unfortunate because we could have
detected that earlier. I can't really say we could detect it coming,
but it's understandable."
Many of the Spinnaker's past
and current employees posted
· letters on the paper's Web site
regarding their love for
O'Bryant and their sadness in
• the wake of his death. The let. ters describe the family that the
newspaper's staff has grown to
become and how many of them
saw O'Bryant as a brother,
rather than just an editor.
Former Editor in Chief Ann
Luce described ·the family-like
,,. atmosphere in a letter she post-

.

COURTESYTHE SPINNAKER

In the hours leading up to his death, Richard O'Bryant, a 30-year old senior, organized papers
to help guide his newspaper's staff in his permanent absence.

ed on the Web site.
'We become a family at the
Spinnaker;• she wrote. 'We have
the regular dynamics of a family.
And when you lose a i;nember of
that family, the family mourns
together. So it is no shock to me
that Richard's family - both
former and present - came

together to support each other
when we heard of the news."
Currently, 17 letters from
Spinnaker staff and_UNF journalism professors are available
on the Web site, all of them
describing O'Bryant as a flawless reporter and a great person
There are stories of wild times

and office shenanigans as well
as apologies for not keeping in
touch with O'Bryant.
UNF President John Delaney
also expressed his grief for
those affected by O'Bryant's suicide.
·
"Our campus is unique
because we are small and we all
care about one another," he
wrote. "We check up on each
other. We take care of each
other. This is now more important than.ever. Together, in time,
we will ease the pain and heal."
Derrin Beasley, a journalism
professor at UNF, cited the volunteer work that O'Bryant had a
passion for. He would spend his
summer dfl,ys working with
young girls at the Girls Inc.
Media Literacy Camp. Beasley
wrote that O'Bryant helped
teach the girls how to write and
edit, and made them put together a final copy of their work so
they could see it in newspaper
form.
Between his tireless quest to
better the Spinnaker and his volunteer efforts, O'Bryant gave of
himself more than any of his
friends could have thanked him
for. Morale within the staff of
the Spinnaker may be low after
his passing, but it's his memory
that Strupp said will keep them
going.
"He's going to be missed,"
Strupp said "He was one of the
most amazing journalists I've
ever met. We haye good me~o
ries of him and the lessons he
taught us. We'll prevail through
this."
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•blending only the freshest ingredients!
•creating the best REAL fruit smoothies
anywhere!
•smoothies, wheatgrass, fresh squeezed ·
1

•
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juices (veggie and fruit custom creations)
•freewi..fi
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CANNOT BE COMBIMl!D WITH ANT OTREll OFFERS
ONE FREE IloOZ SMOOTHIE COUPON PEJl PERSON

EXPIRES 9/30/0S

................................•

• t •

IN THE PUBLIX/ ALAFAYA SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
(MITCHELL HAMMOC~ a 434/ALAFAYA)
2 miles from UCF campus

407-971·2909
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•Sunglasses
;Boardsho rt s.
.'
•Skateboards

• - 1•• •

·Surfboards
,
•Womens Swimwear
·Guys .& Girls Clothing

!1%111
With V'&lid
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(most goods)
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Financial aid helps fund trips

•

FROM Al

Averell isn't the only UCF
student to find growth and
inspiration from studying
abroad. Christina Austin, who
spent seven weeks in
Madrid last summer, credits
her hardearned
maturity to
the time she
spent in Spain.
"It made my
Spanish more
fluent
and
fluid," she said.
'"Living in an
environment
where I couldn't call my
mom or a friend to make a
decision for me forced me
to be independent."
Like Averell, Austin
plans to return to her
host country, though not
for a few years. "A few of us
who were there together want
to go back in five years,'' she
said. "Like a reunion."
Consuelo Stebbins, a UCF
professor who led a two-week,
non-credit program in Nerja,
Spain, last summer, said most
students study abroad to
improve their conversational

~

~-

"

~

in Angiers, France.
New next fall is a semesterlong program at the University
of Alcala in Alcala, Spain.
"We're excited about it,'' Fazecas
said.

take a toll on students' pocketbooks.
"It was expensive,'' Ali
Hoffmann, who took a fullimmersion Italian course and
culture course in English in
Bergamo, Italy, last summer, said. "But it was
really cool to live

UCF
.

CONI1NUJNG
EDUCATION

BRINGING

UCF

TO

YOU

Nobody crams for tests anymore, or a t least people.who have taken UCF Test
.Prep Courses don't. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSA'1~
MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In tact our price is less than one-third of what
you'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while prepartng for the big
exam is smart, prepartng with UCF Test Prep is smarler. Call 407.882.TEST or
visit www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F

Bergamo, Venice and
Italian wine were
some of the highlights
of LeAnn AverelYs,
right, study abroad
trip to Bergamo, Italy
In the summer of

UCF TEST PREP COURSE~
Smarter Test Prep.

2005.

COURTESY lfANN AVERELL

"They're competent people."
Students are not limited to
language studies. "You can
take a combination," Fazecas
said. ''You can take language
skills.
classes and other classes in
. "Our program is aimed at that language."
·the community," she safd. "It is
Some programs don't
for people who want to require a foreign language. For
'improve their conversational exaip.ple, students can study
Spanish but have already filled engineering in Scandinavia.
·their requirements and aren't
Meghan NeSmith studied
•interested in additional coii.rs- romantic poetry and painting
es. Four UCF students partici- and European architecture in
~pated."
Cambridge, England, last sum· Nerja is located on the · mer.
southern Spanish coast and
Nesmith lists seeing the art
the program includes trips to she discussed in class in museGrenada and Morocco. "It's ums, watching plays at the
:beautiful, just beautiful,'' Steb- Cambridge Shakespeare Festi,bins said. They, my students, val and meeting scholars at the
·really loved it. They really Louvre as highlights. ·
did."
"One amazing learning
In fact, according to Steb- experience that I had outside
'bins, her four UCF students of the classroom happened in
'were so satisfied with the pro- the Louvre in Paris," she said.
:gram that they volunteered to "I met a man named Fredreich
help run a booth advertising it as he was trans1ating Egyptian
at this year's Study Abroad hieroglyphs into French from
Jair, to be held Oct. 26 in the . a tablet in the Egyptian Antiq\Pegasus Ballroom.
ujties section. Because of my
. Most UCF programs are interest, he took his time to
:for-credit programs and can show me many of-1ie symbols,
•be taken over the summer, and how they translated into
.over spring break, for a semes- English. Understanding some
"ter or for a year, according to of the language on this cenUCF's Office of International turies-old stone was absoluteStµdies _program director ly fascinating, and his effort
Mickey Fazec'as. Some upcom- . for my understanding made an
ing programs include spring enormous impact on my life. I
break trips to Barbados and will always remember that
Paris, France, summer lan- incredible feeling of appreciaguage programs covering tion and awe I discovered that
French, Spanish and Italian, day."
and a Spring semester pro'Studying and living in
gram for hospitality students another country can really

as an Italian. Definitely apply
for all the scholarships you
can."
Hoffmann financed her trip
with a loan and a partial scholarship. She knows several students who re~eived. enough ·
aid to.cover their entire trip.
Hoffmann
and
her
boyfriend hope to return to
Italy and suggest investigating
alternative ways of studying
abroad. "Going through the
university itself, without UGF,
and setting up housing ourselves may cost half the price,"
she said.
Averell will be working as
an au pair while she's in Italy
this summer. "My living
arrangements are actually a
Olessing," she said. "Basically, I
have a free flat and can eat
meals with my employer. All I
have to do is watch their kids
Monday through Friday, 5 p.m. '
to8 p.m.
"It's a pretty good deal.
Americans can't work in
Europe without a lot of paperwork so this allows me to kind
of work under-the-table." ,
Nesmith traveled courtesy
of the Burnett Honor's College
President's Scholars Program,
which chooses 12 students and
covers their courses, housing,
meals, air fare and a group trip.
"The advice that I would
give to students interested in
this experience would be to
seek out ways to earn a scholarship to study abroad," she
said. ''Whether t~ey can find a i
scholarship or not, I would tell
them to go no matter what
because it is the best experience - academically and personally."
Information on future
study abroad programs will be
available on the International
Studies Office Web site hopefully by the middle of next
week, according to Fazecas.

.'". .

Past short-term trips
• Eastern European cuisine &wine in Austria
• Eastern European cuisine &wine in· Slovaki_a & Hungary
• French cusine and wine in France

• Italian language in Italy
• French language in France ·
• German language in Germany

• Marine biology in Honduras
·Tropical biology in Belize
• Crime &justice in Russia

• Modern theatre in Russia
• Music in Ireland
• Japanese in Japan

• Social work in Puerto Rico

ID Required 21+
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

live

Entenainment
Call for Info
.SMOKEE~

llVERN_,
~-----

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
THURSDAYS

Kanoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.
- - -No cover- -SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401·211·1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

•Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
. • No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue

Tum that frown up-side down
If you are experien~ing any of these symptoms, you may be deptesse<.I. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare in Orlando, who hasconducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trials, is conducting a medical research study for Individuals 18-80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. Ifyou enter the study, all
study-related medical care will be provided at no charge and you may be
compensate<.! up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to improve the
lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research is the answer to finding new
treatment options. Call today for more lnfonnatlon.

CN.-5
HE ALTH C ARE

More

men

and women

on

t he · front

lines

are

surv1v1ng

life-threatening

injur ies

than ever before for one reason: We have the most el it e nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, ·you receive t he most advanced training and have access to the

II

best medical technology on the planet. And whether you' re treatif\9 Airmen on foreign

"

soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that training t o use.

...'

, If you're interested in learning more abo~t a better place t o practi ce medicine, caU or
visit us online.

1-800· 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/ HEALTHCARE
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OUR STANCE·

T

wo weeks have passed
·matter if it's earthquake preparasince the goverrunent
tions in California or tornado
,
tried to ban media memwatches in Kansas. There was a
bers from taking photos of dead
gross level of preparatory
bodies as the .cleanup process
incompetence in the days leadcontinues in New Orleans. The
ing up to Katrina's onslaught of .
goverrunent issued the ban as a
the Gulf Coast.
sign of respect and dignity for
On top of preparation, perthose who perished due to Hurhaps the most important reason
ricane Katrina.
for journalists to be allowed to
However, this act of decency
continue their jobs in New
has turned into a justification for Orleans is because there are milviolence for many law enforcelions of people without homes
hient officials involved in the
and hundreds of thousands who
recovery effort. What started as
are missing loved ones.
a ban on photos of dead bodies
These people neeci to know
could have becoi;ne a ban on
what is happening in their
members of the media from
hometown on a regular basis.
New Orleans all together.
They can't just depend on occaKatrina was undoubtedly one sionaj updates from goverrunent
of the worst natural disasters
officials. People have been ·
through·enough and don't
that many 'of us will ever face.
The memories of those lost in
deserve to have anything hidden
the flooding needs to be prefrom them.
served and they certainly
A ban on photos of the dead 1
shouldn't be tarnished by sensabodies is acceptable because
tionalist journalism and
these photos violate not only the
reporters who are looking to
dead but the families of those
make professional advancemissing their friends and loved
ments by taking advantage of
ones. It's simply unnecessary
tragedy.
and borderline sensational 'for
At the·same time, though, the
any media outlet to eontinually
mecjia has a duty to the public to show photos of the poor souls
p roperly report and deliver conwho lost their lives.
rtinuing coverage of the cleanup
There is still no reason,
.process in New Orleans. The
though, for law enforcement and
,A merican public needs to be
military representatives to
constantly reminded of what
threaten assault or even the lives
happened, not for some glorified of media officials trying to do
,g uilt trip, but.as a warning that
their jobs. In one instance, a
anything is possible. It doesn't
police officer pointed her

weapon at a group of reporters,
none ·0 f which had a camera in
their possession.
''
NBC anchor Brian Williams
witnessed the act of unnecessary ,
aggression and said that the
reporters were following the
rules and were holding only
notepads and pencils.
That officer was reprimanded
for her actions, out there are
many more officers and soldiers
walking the dry streets of New
Orleans and wading through
those that are flooded. They're
armed with automatic weapons
and they're spending more time
trying to keep journalists out
than anyone spent stopping looters and Violent gangs from
shooting police officers in the
face or killing innocent citizens.
Without reporters, these
cases of aggressive nature from
both law enforcement and citizens go unnoticed. The nation
needs to know this is happening.
Above all else, the media
needs to be in New Orleans
because it's the only way we can
be in New Orleans. If we can't
see what is happening whether it be prpgress or incompetence - then we can't help.
People might not be able to get
in there and physically assist in
the cleanup, but there are millions of people that have and still
want to help financially.
If the media goes, so goes the
public spotlight.

OUR STANCE

Dying network
•
gamends
m

I.

N

BC's new half-hour sitcom My Name is Earl, a
show about a man looking for a second chance, may be
the n etwork's only chance at
comedic redemption.
Last season, the beleaguered
network dove from first to last
place in the ratings; After tormenting viewers with Friends
· spin-offs, imitation British hits
like Coupling and The Office and
never-ending editions of The
, Apprentice, NBC is taking a
chance on Earl, a show most
·would expect to see.on Fox or
HBO.
Tuesday night's pilot episode
b egan with a voice-over. "You
know that guy you see goin' into
: the convenience store?" Jason .
, Lee, who plays the main charac: ter, said in an easy drawl "Sort
. ' of shifty-looking fellow who
' buys a pack of smokes, a couple
: of lottery scratchers and a tall
: boy at 10 in the morning?
: "The kind of guy·you wait to
: come out of the convenience
store b efore you and your family
• go in? Well, that's me. My name
is Earl."
In short order, Earl wins
$100,000, gets hit by a speeding
vehicle, loses his cheating 'w ife,
Joy, and his trailer, and gains
eastern religion ... sort of.
From his hospital bed, he
· watches Last Call With Carson
, Daly and learns of this whole
"karma" thing. Daly credits his
good fortune to it and, presto,
once Earl decides to turn his life
.

around by reversing bad deeds,
his stray lottery ticket, drifting
through the air, comes to rest
under one of Earl's scuffed
brown boots.
Anything is possible in a
farce, of course, but the best part
of this whole setup is its strange
logic. Who could ask for a clearer signal?
Earl vows to carry on with his
odd but well-intentioned restitution by going down a list of all
the people he's harmed and
making amends (No. 41:
snatched kid's Halloween candy.
No. 102: harmed and possibly
killed people with second-hand
smoke. No. 86: stole car from
one-legged girl.).
Lee plays Earl like a man with
a heart of gold. It's hidden somewhere beneath the scruffy exterior of a petty thief who manages to get so drunk one night
that he marries a woman who is
six months pregnant, thinking ·
she's a "little pudgy in the middle," but it's there.
"People ask how could I stay
with a cheap wife and two horrible kids that aren't mine," Earl
. attempts to explain in the voiceover that strings together scenes
and adds needed exposition.
"Guess I just believe in the sanctity of marriage." Or h e's just too
stupid to leave.
Darnell (played by Eddie
Steeples), the biological father of
Earl Jr., emerges, and Earl, Joy,
Darnell and Joy's two sons all
bec;ome a rather dysfunctional

.
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Media essential
for relief efforts

family even after Earl retreats to
a seedy motel with his beerchugging brother Randy.
Earl and Randy befriend
Cataline (played by Nadine
Velazquez), a cute motel maid
apparently so bored with life
that hanging with these two
winners has appeal
Cataline isn't any brighter ,
than the boys, asking Earl of his
whole Carson Daly karma story,
"Who is this Carson Daly? Is he
some sort of spiritual leader? A
holy man?" .
As a whole, the characters
aren't the brightest lamps in the
trailer park.
My Name is Earl is shot with
a single camera, like a movie or
Fox's Arrested Development. It
moves like an hour-long drama
with shots of humor, and is
refreshingly lacking a laugh
track
The show.wallows in its own
over-the-top wackiness that will
either make it an instant :Q:it or
doom it to one-season squalor.
But at least Earl is making an
effort, which is more than can be
said for the rest ofNBC's lineup.
With a total of two
Apprentice-style series, one staging Martha Stewart's hackneyed
attempt at a comeback, and a
reality show titled Three Wzshes
that features Christian pop
singer Amy Grant traveling the
co1.Intry playing a comforting
angel to needy families, most
viewers will want to stick to
Fox's cartoons.
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STUDENTS SHOW INTEREST IN SGA ELECTIONS.
SPAIN FISCHER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
the stadium. Basically ... when will it tQm?
How about we get a "wait 'til next week''
rather than "next year." Even Wall Street
.
experts who follow long-term corporate bon~ :
must be laughing at our coaching staffbecause . ,
of how long it's taking'us to experience the
dividends of our investment. Well once again :
we wait and we hope, and hopefully once I'm .
40 years old we will see the big win and, with. · ~
it, the big turn.

Fanfare on life support
I can't believe I planned my entire vacation
around, and traveled across the country, only
to see UCF utterly "bulldozed" Saturday.
Frustrating as it was, I still support UCF
football and will continue to travel across the
country at least once a year to see a game in
person. After all, I've been through this before.
Ifl remember correctly, UCF didn't win a
garne during my freshman year (1983), but the
program went on to be successful after that.
If George O'Leary is true to his ·r eputation
and cracks down on the blatant mistakes UCF
fans saw, we will win games. I mean, Vanderbilt and Duke are even winning games this
year, so we should be able to do it too ... ri&ht?

..

- BRAD EPSTEIN ·

...

Threats only minor incident ·

-KEN KUEKER

Football fans frustrated
It's good to see someone as pissed off as I
am about this whole thing. For four seasons
now I've been waiting for the big win; the big
turn in the program ... that moment in time
where my friends from UF and Miami start
getting pumped up for our meetings starting
in 2006 and 2008, respectively.
·
Most of all I am someone that loves UCF
more than anything. I keep waiting for the day
that students who think school spirit eqt!tls
football finally start having half the heart I do
for the Black and Gold. I almost feel guilty for
pumping up freshmen and parents in 2003 as
an 0-teamer. In the end, all we keep givmg is
false hope.
Even through the 0-11 season we sat back
and just took it in. Laughed it off. "It was a new
coach's first year" we kept hearing and kept
telling ourselves. People like me want this
school to finally have a Black and Gold explosion, and once again we ~ve to wait until
spring for the basketball boys to pick up the
pieces of our broken hearts and again teach us,
on a national level, that we have an athletics
program to be proud of.
Too many of us waited too 101:1g (more
directed at alumni than myself) to face USF
and start this rivalry. We almost got into fights
in Tampa parking lots just to be blown out of

I was disappointed to see the Future pub- . ·
lish the story "SGA confrontation leads to .
police patrol" on Sept.19. The story was nothing but a thinly veiled attempt to damage the · .
reputation of UCF student Skip Moedinger. ~ .
The article was essentially about a minor
·
arguinent between Moedinger and SGA Sen. . '
Victor Perez. Since when does.the Future
report on disagreements between individual
students?
·
The article mentions Perez's call to UCF
Police about an alleged assault but the police
said no further action was required. If the
police's inconsequential involvement was the
reason for the story, why isn't every incident .
that involves UCFPD put on the front page?
A few years ago, my roommate (a UCF student) was stalked, threatened and eventually
assaulted with a glass bottle by a former classmate whom she refused to date. Despite her
attacker's conviction and three:month jail sentence; the Future did not publish an article
about her specific case or about relationship
stalking in general Moedinger ''pushed Perez
... away with his right hand" and it makes the
front page. This clearly shows that the article
, wasn't published to warn students about the
dangers of an unhealthy "desire for power" but
about wanting to cause Moedinger embarrassment.
Normally, the Future is a fine example of
collegiate journalism but, this time, it allowed
someone's personal agenda to mar its reputa.tion of journalistic integrity.
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- JENNIFER SMALL •

TheFuture enco~rages comments from readers. Letters to the editorshould not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length,grammar, style and libel. Send letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.comorfax themto 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON .THE STREET
WORD

T H E
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CAMPUS

'How has the weather
affected you this fall?'
.

.

'

KELLY BRENNER

LAURA BURRINGTO~

JEFF HARTZLER

Advertising

Political science

Hospitality

"My books get destroyed and I'mlate
for class. Rain always equals a bad hair
day."

"It'sactually made my year better. It's
improved the fishing."

ASHLEY PAPAGNI

MANUEL ORTEGA

ALLIE O'BRIEN

Radio television

Aerospace engineering

Undeclared

"You don't get to go anywhere. The
rain puts you in a bad mood and
makes you not want to do anything."
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The Central Florida Future is a free independent C:llllpus newspaper SCl'ling the Uni-.rsity of Central 11orida. Opinions in the Future are those of the inc!Mdual columnist and no< necessarily those
of the editoriJll stiff or the University Administration. All conte11t is propeny of the Ce11/ral Florida Future and may not be reprinted in part or in 11ltole without pcnnission from the publisher.
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"It affected memore last year because
I actually,tvent hometo Coral Springs."

"It taught me to expect the worse. "

"Ijust hatewalkingthrough the rain."
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True cowardice is throwing
journalistic integrity away
Two years ago, our men's
basketball team rriade an
improbable run, winning the
• Atlantic Sun championship
and earning a bid to the
. NCAA Tournament. During
._ that season, I wrote plenty of
columns taking shots at Stetson basketball because, at the
time, the Hatters were our.
a rival
·
Making fun of Stetson is a
lot like making fun of Amish
people: chances are they aren't
' going to find out about it and
even if they do, they won't do
squat.
The real fun in taking
' harmless shots at Stetson '
came when I was contacted by
Jorge Mondaca, who was the
• Stetson student newspaper's
sports editor at the time.
Mondaca had a great sense
of humor and wanted to take
• the trash-talking to another
level and challenged me to run
dueling columns in a Future
• issue prior to a regular se~on
matchup between the Knights ·
and the Hatters. We both had
a blast and no one was hurt in
- the process.
That's pretty much the sum
of what I've done for the past
few years, both as sports edi-. tor and managing editqr of the
Future. I like to believe that
with my obvious tongue-in• cheek and sarcastic trash-talk- ,
ing I'm using this cocky
columnist character I've cr~at
ed for myself to advertise
• rivalries in different sports to
our student body, especially
since most UCF students don't
know a lick about UCF sports.
"'
It was only natural that I
continued this trend with USF
from the day the Bulls agreed
to play us in football up until
' last Sa~day's game. After all,
I did it with Marshall and I've
done it with Penn State and
' Florida Atlantic.
A lot of Bulls fans have
been fired up by my columns
over the years, out they've also
• understood what they're
about. There's no harm meant

b.
MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

to anyone personally. It's simply generalizing a fan base and
poking fun. It's harmless.
Butsomeonetookrttoo
seriously after the UCF loss to
USE The editor-in-chief of the
USF Oracle pushed professionalism and journalistic
ethics aside and decided to
run personal attacks and
insults towards me.
In Monday's issue of the
Oracle, I was called a coward. I
was quoted as saying that I
basically ran from the game
because UCF was losing. He
was right - I did say those
things.
However, the fact that I was
laughing while I said it was
nowhere included in the column and that I told the editor
that I left because I had a certain newspaper to start working on at 8 am. the next day
was missing from his recount
of our conversation as well.
Worst of all was the process
in which I was quoted for this
column. My post-game phone
conversation with the editor
was published without my
consent and I was quoted
entirely out of context.
The column also said I
"welched on a bet." I told the
editor that I would be sending
him a column apologizing to
USF for my lighthearted
insults and a photo of myself
dressed in USF attire. However, the editor jumped the gun
and felt like flushing his ethics
down the toilet instead to
make himself look like a bigger man than I.
If a person needs to attack

and insult me personally to
make himself seem better,
then who am I to stop him? If
someone wants to behave like
a child, then I'm not going to
take the time out of my life to
concern myself with it.
The fact that I'm even writing this column must be putting a smile on his face. Good.
I'm glad I can make people
happy.
.
I've taken shots at celebrities and athletes because
they're fair game and they've
done something to deserve it.
The editor of the Oracle has
taken shots at me on a number
of occasions and it has all been
completely unwarranted
I once told him in an e-mail
that I was flattered by his lack
of creativity when he took one
of my columns and broke 'it
down to insult my writing
ability and to compe:µsate for
his lack of an original idea
(See the Oracle editor's Feb. 16
column "The Creed of the
Sports Columnist"). I'm still
.f lattered that someone would
be so desperate for an ego
boost that he would insult me
and manipulate my words, but
I'm saddened by it at the same
time.
It doesn't pain me because
it's an attack at me; it pains me
because it destroys the credibility of a college journalist
that I once had respect for..
People often criticize me
and this newspaper for certain
things, but they can trust us to
. remain within the realm of
proper journalistic ethics.
Granted we've slipped here or
there, but never to a level as
pathetic as .what was done at
the Oracle.
If personal attacks are what
make news at the Oracle, then
it's a shame.
When ethics are lost all we
have left is trash. I really hope
the Oracle takes this kind of
behavior out to the curb.

ANOTHER BENEFIT TO OUR
ONLINE EDl.TION:

FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top bar of our site, and
browse a scholarship search to connect with over 650,000
scholarship awards, worth $2.S billion.

Visit www.ucfnews.com

Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
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Immortalize the mayhem with a digital camera from Newegg.com, the Online superstore with
great prices on thousands of tech products, from MP3 players and video games to PC compo~ents
and notebooks. Unbelievably fast shipping, too. Enter for a chance to win a computer and cool
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tech gear. For sweepstakes entry, rules and regulations, visit collegeclub.com/Newegg.

ELECTRONICS
ONCE YOU KNOW1 YOU NEWEGG•
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This event is free and open to the public.
The symposium features seven different panels,
· each beginning at the half-hour. Speakers include
political and religious leaders, authors and legal
scholars. The keynote speakers will begin at 7 p.m.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Dr. Ralph Reed, founder and president, Century Strategies;
former executive director, Christian Coalition of America;
and former strategist to several presidents, including · .
President George W. Bush. He is the author of Politlcaf/y
Incorrect: The Emerging·Faith Factor in American Politics.
Dr. Nadine Strossen, national president, American Civil
Liberties Union and professor of law, New York Law
School. Dr. Strossen has published numerous books and
articles on civil liberties and religion in public life.
For more information visit www.loufrey.org
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WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCarc( ,
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, WebRevalue
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• •J

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu.
(From anywhere in the world!)

. Click on the WebRevalue icon
and follow the simple directions.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
to load the $$ to your UCFCard.
.)

It's so ·easy, even your parents can use it!
· (Hint: Send them _the ISO number from th.e front of your.UCFCard)

Use your UCFCard for food, gear,supplies,
vending all over campus.
and discounted
.
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'Volleyball team to.help in Katrina relief
For New Orleans natives Colado and
Randazzo, Hurricane Katrina is personal
ANDY .VASQU.EZ
Sports Editor

For most Americans, Hurricane
Katrina was a tragedy that affected
them from a distance. Most people
saw the shocking images on television and watched as gas prices went
up. For two members of the UCF
volleyball family, however, Katrina's
wrath was.personal
UCF volleyball Coach Meg Colado and freshman libero Lindsay

Randazzo are both New Orleans
natives and both of their lives and
the lives of their families have been
.· deeply affected by the devastating
· storm. That's why the UCF volleyball team has decided to do whatever they can to help out with the Hurricane Katrina relief effort.
When the Knights face Tulsa this
Satirrday in their first home match of
the season, the cost ofadmission will
be free. The team asks that the fans
bring donations of money, canned
.

\

goods or clothing to donate to the
victims of Hurricane l\atrina. The
team will also be outside the Citrus
Bowl before Saturday's UCF football
game collecting donations, and they
will continue to take donations
throughout the season at their home
matches.
"The players are very willing and
. excited to help," Cola9.o said. ''I think
they all understand that it's a personal cause for two of us."
The last four weeks have been
filled with much uncertainty for
Colado and Randazzo.
.
.
Randazzo, who plans on majoring -in athletic training, is from
Metairie, La., five minutes from

downtown New Orleans. When she
·first heard that Hurricane Katrina
was headed for New Orleans, Randazzo wasn't worried.
"We've always had scares, but
ustially [the hurricane] would turn at
the last minute," she ~d.
.Randazzo said that at first she
told her parents to stay, because
there wasn't any point in driving for
15 hours for no reason. Once she
realized that the storm had become a
Category 5 headed.: right for New
Orleans, she realized how serious
the situation was.
"The last word I got was that my
PLEASE SEE
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Soccer
hoping to
recover
from goal
drought ·
Men can't find the ·
net in back-to-back·
home losses

RANDAZZO ON B4

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer ·

Saturday at 6 p.n1. the Knights
will take on Marshall in their
first C-USA game

This n1arks the first time that
O'Leary faces a repeat ·

opponent as UCF's coach

Marshall leads the all-thne
series 3-0~ they beat the
Knights 20'"3 last year

CHRIS O'MEARA I ASSOCIATED PRESS

After the UCF men's soccer
team kicked off the year with a
perfect start, it was brought back
to Earth this weekend with consecutive losses. .
The UCF men's soccer team
suffered its second heartbreaking loss in three days, 1-0, to Hofstra University on the last day of
the Adidas Classic Sunday.
Much like their Friday loss
against Davidson, the Golden
Knights (3-2) controlled play for
the majority of the contest. The
Knights had eight more shots
and held an 8-0 advantage in
corner kicks over . the Pride.
They just couldn't find the goal
to give them a chance for victory.
.
Also similar to the Davidson ,
contest, the Knights were taken
down by an early goal. In the
sixth minute, junior Arman
Osooli sent a cross pass to senior .
Michael Todd. Todd booted the
ball from eight yards out past
senior goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh's left side.
The Knights spent the rest of
the game coming up just short
from tying the score. In the 15th
minute, sophomore forward
Adham Rashwan had his
attempt blocked by goalkeeper
Matthias Gumbrecht while he
was out of net. Rashwan was
able to gather the deflection and
shoot again, but the second try
was halted on the goal line by a
Hofstra defenseman. In the 68th
minute, a shot from freshman
forward Tyler Davis went offthe
crossbar."Hofstra
created
two
PLEASE SEE

FORMER ON BS

/

UCF tailback Kevin Smith (24) is tackled in the first half of Saturday's loss to the Bulls. If the Knights hope to compete against Marshall they will have to stop the run and do a better job of running the ball on offense.

..
.

Women fall to
Florida, streak
now at four games ·
~

PICK UP THE PIECES
4

'

Knights readying for
C-USA opener, look
to move on from loss

Knights will.have to
stop the run if they
hope to beat old rival

ANDY VASQUEZ

CHRIS HOYLER

Sports Editor

Staff Writer

After a surprising and disheartening blowout
loss to USF last Saturday, the Knights returned
to the practice field this week looking for
answers.
"No one is more disappointed than myself in
the performance . that we had on Saturday
night," UCF Coach George O'Leary said to the
media on Tuesday. "As a head coach, the buck
stops with me and you're always searching for
answers. Football's a game of blocking and tackling, and we weren't very good at either of them
Saturday night." ,
The answers will have to come quick for the
Knights, as they open up their Conference USA
season against Marshall this Saturday at the Cit-

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

BLOWOUT ON B2

George O'Leary on the sideline at Raymond James Stadium Saturday. ·
O'Leary says there is plenty of blame to go around for UCF's loss.

PLEASE SEE

The Knights can't afford to sit back and
reflect on their loss to South Florida, as Conference USA play begins S~turday against old
MAC rival Marshall.
Reasons can be found for the poor performance of the Thunderirig Herd; as they returned
only six starters from last season, losing 25 lettermen in the process. What are the justifications for the Knights, who lost just IS lettermen
and returned 16 starters, including nine on
offense? Will this be the day the excuses stop
and the wiQ.ning begins?
Last seaspn's contest in Huntington was
· one-sided, the Knights managing just nine first
downs and 104 total yards of offense in a 20-3
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON B2

Football ~as the chance to take advantage of new beginning on Saturday
Anger, frustration and
embarrassment were emotions that all UCF football
fans should have been feeling after watching their
Knights get run down by
the Bulls last Saturday in
Tampa
. There was nothing really
positive to take out of the
game. The players know

that. The coaches know
that. The fans definitely
know that
It's time to move on.
The season isn't lost, yet.
What? No, I haven't
been drinking. I'm serious.
The Knights that came
out of the tunnel at USF
weren't the same team that
left the field a few weeks

THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Spom Editor

· ago in South Carolina.
Those Knights knew how to
play football and, with any
luck, they'll be making an
appearance at the Citrus
Bowl at some point this season. That alone should be
enough reason to get fans
out to the game on Saturday. So for those of you that ·
are clinging on, don't jump

off the UCF bandwagon just
yet.
Despite the horror of the
Knights' meltdown against
USF, let's not get too
wrapped up in these
doomsday predictions of
another 0-11 season. It was
just one game. One terrible
PLEASE SEE

WE'RE ON B2

NATHAN POEKERT
Senior Staff Writer

Scoring droughts often seem
an inevitable part of every sports
team's season. The UCF
women's soccer team is in tru\l
predicament right now. Sine~
lighting up the scoreboard four
times against UC Santa Barbara
Aug. 8, the Knights have been
outscored 10-2 in their last six
·games.
The Knights were shut outin
five of those contests. Their
most recent loss was a 2-0 decision to the Florida Gators on
Sunday afternoon.
Though the Knights played a
more solid contest than their
back-to-back one goal losses
against Loyola (Maryland) and
UW-Milwaukee, teams the
Knights were favored to beat,
the alarm is certainly going off in
.Coach Amanda Cromwell's
head.
"Sometimes you go through a
dry spell and this is one of those
times we need to find the back
of the net," she said. "This game
· was much better than the last
few we played. We played with
more intensity."
. Against Loyola and UW-Milwaukee, the Knights played with
an unsure offense and ended up
paying for their mistakes late in
both games. The contests
against Florida State,- a3-0 loss
on Sept. 7 - and Florida resulted in the opposing teams scoring early goals in the first 10 minutes. Early mistakes will cost the
Golden Knights against the top:..
rated teams.
'We're still trying to get conr
fortable with one another," juriPLEASESEE
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recciveG Wilbur Hargr~ e and
dw ~NI helped break Hiram Moore on the line and
in a. br~n4..-new front seven. force Morris or Skinner to beat
~~State ~able to move them deep, or else Bradshaw
mi tlw grou~ but could not¢ will get outside and have a field
anything gm g through
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day ritb bis speed. One ~
ith f\;;yef .md y~l making bi1ity the Knight$ must prepare
Z3 ~tackles.
for is Snyder rotating quarterbacks, possi'bly depending on
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t: J
Ha: ru nfns back Ahmad
»radfhaw if ooc of the best
. laymabr1 in the conference,
Is vcrfatility allows him to
tptit out wide and create match
up problem! for opposing
d~, who must account for
the running ab!Uty of quarter~k Bernie Morr.I$. Monis, an
Or1ando native, is recovering
from a sprain o-fhis non-throw·
fns boulder, and as of press
· ime, :Herd Coach Mark nydcr
had not decided whether Mor·
rU. or J1mmy S fnncr would
8tMt.
Any Judg ment of the UCll
~

bat d on the flrst two
:Jm,es of th seAAon would be
pr mature. South Carolina was
blc to take advantage of some

oft coverage Md gain 330 yards
throu h the air, bu only 32

yard rushing on 28 attempts.
OS , with the st.11' running back
• '11 t USC lacked, gained 326
yards on th gtound but only
100 through th air. Both teams
wcr efficient passing, though,
with use flnlshing 18 l'or 23 and
USF ll for 17.
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the more ezperienced Skinner
early in the game to create a
lead and letting Morris use bis
athleticism late t:0 frustrate a
tired UCF defense.
~daJTeams

Advantage: UCf
Aaron Home has been a rev-

elation at punter. He has nailed
five of his 11 punts inside the
opponent's 20 and has three
forced fair catches; his hang
tinu? allowing the UCF defenders to pounce on the ball or the
receiver. Joe Burnett looks to be
the big play return man that
O'Leary has been searching for.
For Marshall, Chubb Small
and Bradshaw are dangerous
return men if they get their
hands on the ball Ian O'Connor
bas struggled, hitting just three
of five field goals, but is very
effective on kickoffs. Marty
Biagi is a solid punter, who like
Home gets good hang thne on

his kicks.

Coaching

Advantage: Push
Snyder made one of the
worst calls in recent memory in

Marshall's 21-19 Joss to Kansas
State., opting to pass with under
10 seconds to play and the Herd
in field goal range to win the
game.. The ensuing interception
by Skinner caUed his bead
coaching prowess into question.
.He has a strong pedigree.,
woi:king as defensive coordinator under fnn Tressel at Ohio
State, winning the National
Championship in 2002-03. This
is his fm;t season as head coach.
O'Leary's struggles are welldocumented. but this is the first
time UCF will have played an
opponent twice under his
coaching. It will be interesting
to watch how O'Leary integrates the lessons learned in
last season's loss into Saturday's
game plan.

Intangibles
Advantage: Marshall
It would seem that the combined factors of the losing
streak, the first home game and
an old MAC rival coming to
town would put this category in
favor of UCF. But Marshall is
being disrespected, picked to
finish fourth in the MAC East
by the coaches and lower than
that by some national publications. The KSU defeat will have
.lingered for over two weeks by
kickoff time Saturday, and the
Herd has the mental advantage
over a UCF team that has been ·
embarrassed by them in backto-back seasons.

g to find out if the Knights are for real
resemble a football team that
has the potential to win. After
the way UCF performed in its
first game> there is no reason
they shouldn't be able to com-

pete with ~ team like USF.
No xcuses, no more "lack-'
ing int nsity," no more lacklust r etl'orts. It's thne for this team
o starl doing the things they say
th ycando.
Now th qu stion is whether
or not the Knights can succeed.
Mor good n ws for Knights
fans: th answer will come soon-

we saw making tlrings happen
South Carolina. or the one we
saw spinning, crashing and
burning in Tampa, and we're
going to find out against Marshall Any performance that
even mildly resembles the one
we saw in Tampa last weekend
will be unacceptable.
Saturday's game has the
chance to be a celebration for
UCF football. Sadly, because it's
so early in the year, it also has
the potential to be their funeral
if they can't compete.

r Uum l tr.
Wi 're going to find out
wh th this i the football team

Andy Vasquez can be reached at
sports@ ICFnews.com
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from die West-

- Conference.

and are 1-2 coming oft' losses to Baylor and Te:sas
A&M. T~ vrno opened
their season
days :later
than sdiednJed 1ast Sabir~ W'3&0ef""Zted by :Mis.sis. • Stare Zl-14 in Shreve-

.lettermen, which tied for
third most in C-USA.
Sombem Miss~
a 21]{) Jead over the T:tde late in ~Ia
SMU .had :momentum
the se.cond ~ allow-ing2l unanswered po:ms,13 con::ti:ng off a 21- upset of
then o. 2Z Texas Christian
in the second bal(
Both teams will have to on Sepe. 10, but traveled to
tighten up the mistakes. Ky)e .Fie and was crushed
which are not unexpected 66-8 by Texas A&M last
early in the ~if they Saturday. Their rushing
are to follow through on the ~e, which freshman
lofty preseason exPect-a- DeMyron Martin 1ed in the
tions pJaced on them by the TCU win. was held to just
39 yards on the ground
C-USA roaches.
The Eagles were chosen against the Aggies.
Tu1ane, who is going
by a slim matgin as the
favorite to win the F.astem week to week in finding
Division. while Houston places to play their '11.ome"
was chosen a close second games. bas rescheduled
to UTEP in the West. their game with Southern
Should they finish in their Miss for Nov. 26. The game
predicted pJaces. they was originally scheduled
would both ·a ttend a bowl forSept3.
The game is scheduled
game.
The game will be tele- to start at 8 p.m FST.
vised as part of College
Sports TV's Pay Per View l1TEP
The Miners will host 3-0
package with C-USA and
New Mexico on Saturday at
begins at 7 p.m. FST
the Sun Bowl. looking to
continue their five game
Memphis at Tulsa
Tulsa (1-2, 0-0 C-USA) is home winning streak dating
wasting no time in celebrat- back to last season.
New Mexico has suring their inaugural C-USA
game, scheduling their prised the nation by starthomecoming for Saturday ing off undefeated, includwhen they take on Mem- ing a 45-35 at Missouri on
phis (1-1, 0-0 C-USA).
Sept. IO. The Lobos are
The Golden Hurricane playing their final non-conreturns home for the first ference game before finishtime since Sept. 1, when ing with seven Mountain
Maxwell Award (Top player West opponents.
in college football) nomiThe Lobos have three
offensive
nee Laurence Maroney and outstanding
Minnesota gained 529 total weapons in quarterback
yards, 203 on the ground for Kole McKamey, tailback
Maroney, en route to a 41-10 DonTrell Moore and wide
Golden Gopher victory.
receiver Hank Baskett.
The following week saw McKamey is a duel threat,
Tulsa travel to Oklahoma racking up 231 yards to
and give the Sooners all complement Moore's 253 in
they could handle, but 2004 their first three games.
Heisman runner-up Adrian
UTEP quarterback JorPeterson proved too much dan Palmer is supported by
in running for 222 yards and tailback Tyler Ebell and
three touchdowns in a 31-15 wide receiver Johnnie Lee
Sooner win.
Higgins, who has caught
Last week, Tulsa had to half of Palmer's six touchdeal with the.nation's reign- down passes.
ing individual rushing
Both defenses have had
champions, Patrick Cobbs trouble keeping their oppo(2003) and Jamario Thomas nents off the board, as com(2004) of North Texas. The mon opponent New Mexipreparation of Maroney co State had 17 on UTEP
and Peterson might have and 21 on the Lobos. Their
contributed to a stellar goal in this game must be to
defensive effort, as Tulsa force turnovers and ·give
held North Texas to just 70 their productive offenses
rushing yards on 36 carries short fields off which to
work. ·
in a 54-2 win.
It would seem that Tulsa
The game will kick off at
has faced the top four run- 9:06 p.m. EST and be telening backs in the nation to vised nationally on CST\T.
open up their schedule, but
- CHRIS HOYLER
Memphis'
DeAngelo
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Volleyball set to open up Conference USA Play
·Knights travel to
Dalla~ for match
with Mustangs
ANDY JACOBSOHN
StaffWriter

The UCF volleyball team will
become the first-ever UCF program to compete in a Conference USA conference game this
Friday in Dallas.
The game, set for 8 p.m. EST
Friday, is against Texas' Southern

Methodist University. ·
This will be the Knights'
ninth consecutive road game
after Hurricane Rita caused the
postponement of the Knights'
scheduled home opener against
Florida Atlantic University on
Tuesday. A rescheduled date and~
time has not been announced.
The match against SMU
marks the first in a long stretch
of matches against C-USA teams
for the Knights. UCF's next 15
matches will be against new conference foes.
As of last Friday, the SMU
Mustangs fell to a season record

STATE & NATION

of 5-8 after losing to the Univ~r- · home court until next week.
sity of California Riverside in ·
Sesame Street Live is set to
three · games during the take place in the UCF Arena this.
Hawtho.me Suites Titan Invita- Sunday, so the volleyball team
tional in Fullerton, Calif.
will play its game in the EducaMustang freshman Natalie tion Gym.
Though admission for the
Peters made the All-tournament
team after tallying seven kills match is free, the team asks that
and three blocks during the loss fans bring a donation of money,
to Riverside.
canned goods or clothing.
The team remains at 2-5·this
The Knights will continue to
season after losing to the Univer- accept donations at all home
sity of South Florida on Friday.
games this year, and team memThe Knights will play their bers will be outside the Citrus
first home game this Sunday Bowl collecting donations
when they take on Tulsa, but the before the UCF-Marshall footteam won't truly return· to the ball game on Saturday.

Randazzo, teallllllates excited to aid in Katrina relief
FROM
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family was going to stay in a hotel
in New Orleans," Randazzo said
"They wanted to·get up to higher
floors to avoid the flooding."
The next four days were a blur
for Randazzo, who at the time didn't have a working television or
cell phone in her Orlando dorm
room, so the freshman spent a lot
of time at the UCF Arena in the
volleyball locker room watching
television. She would come in
early for practice and stay after to
get updates on the storm. Adding
to Randazzo's stress was the fact
that her home sits in front of a
levee.
'1 didn't know where my family was for four days," she said.
"'Iwo or three days after the storm
hit I text messaged them, and
eventually it worked and they got
back to and let me know they
were OK"
Over the next few days, Ran, dazzo used the internet to find out : ¢.at her friends and extended
4amily were OK She also learned
· that members of her father's fam: ily had been rescued off rooftops
: in New Orleans two days after the
REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIOAFUTURE
· hurricane struck.
Throughout the uncertainty Randazzo, at practice last month, has stayed focused on volleyball throughout her ordeal.
Randazzo stayed focused on volroof was tom off by the storm. selfish in a way, because I have
leyball
"She's been tremendous," The building housing the Randaz- friends that have lost everything ...
: Colado said. "She hasn't let it zo family business, however, was Houses two blocks down from us
: affect one practice or one match. ruined and now they will have to are wiped out"
"You see things on TV and you
: She's been incredible. Especially start over.
Her mother, brother, sister, say 'that'$ horrible, how could that
· with her being a freshman, I think
: it's really a huge sign of her char- aunt, two dogs and her aunt's cat happen to somebody?"' she said
. acter."
have temporarily relocated to · "But when that somebody is you
Amazingly, Randazzo's family New Smyrna Beach Fla, while her - It's a whole different ballpark."
Her teammat~s and coach
home was not flooded in the father commutes between New
were pivotal ill helping her get
storm, as the levee near her did Orleans and Florida
"I feel very lucky," Randazzo through those tough days.
not fail, though some water did
"Ever}rone on the team wa5 so
enter the house after part of the said "But at the same time I feel

supportive,'' Randazzo said. "I
couldn't have asked for anything
else because they wt;re so amazing."
The fact that her coach was
going through a similar experience also helped Randazzo
througa the tough time. "It really
helped for someone else to know
how I was feeling." Randazzo said
Colado's and her family have .
also had to go through a similar
ordeal to that of the Randazzo's.
Colado's parents are currently
livirtg with her family in Orlando
after evacuating from New
Orleans. ''Their jobs are there, our
roots are there and that's pretty
much why its personal" Colado
said
Her father had a chance to go
back to New Orleans on Monday
- exactly three weeks after Katrina hit - and inspect their house
for the first time since the stonn.
Remarkably the Colado's home
escaped any major damage as
well.
"We're incredibly lucky." Colado said. "He said it looks like a
ghost town, he said he's never
seen New Orleans look so devastated To use his words, he said it
looks like a bomb went off."
Colado says her team has been
·supportive of both her and Randazzo throughout the ordeal.
"I don't think anybody could
fully appreciate it until it happens
to them," Colado said "But I think
the girls have been really understanding!'
Now with the volleyball season in full swing, Randazzo is
focused but excited to help. ~
"It feels· so awesome to put
money in,'' Randazzo said ·~d to
know that I could be helping a
friend"

season after transferring
from Kansas in 2004, was
WICHITA, Kan. - A for- · expected to fill the frontline
mer assistant basketball void left by the graduation of
coach at Barton County Ellis Myles, the team's leading rebounder last season.
~ommunity College has
pleaded guilty to fraud and Padgett is the second Cardiembezzlement charges, the nal to be injured in the offlatest development in an season.
Juan Palacios hurt his
investigation that
has
snarled three coaches in fed- right foot in a pickup game
eral indictments and led to on July 13 and has been sidethe firing of the school's• lined since. Louisville coach
Rick Pitino expects Palacios
president.
Matt Skillman pleaded to return in November, but
guilty Monday to one count not Padgett.
"This is the most disapof embezzlement for falsifying timecards so players pointing preseason I've
could receive money from · experienced in a long time,''
the federal work-study pro- Pitino said. "We'll look for
gram without doing any the silver lining, and when I
work. Skillman also pleaded can find it, I'll let everyone
guilty to one count of mail know."
Padgett started 19 games
fraud.
In making his plea, Skill- as a freshman at Kansas in
man admitted that on 2003-04, averaging 6.5
numerous occasions he points and 4.5 rebounds. He
completed academic work shot 53.l percent from the
on behalf of student athletes field and blocked a teamso that they could obtain high 43 shots, the second
associate degrees they were highest for a Kansas freshnot entitled to receive, man.
The Cardinals finished
according to the U.S. attor33-5 last season and reached
ney's office.
The
fraud
charge the Final Four for the first
steIIlIP.ed from the mailing time since the 1986 champiof a falsified academic tran- onship team.
script for basketball player
Hurricane Rita forces football
Randy Pulley to Missouri.
Sentencing was set for schedule changes
HOUSTON - ·Rice and
Dec.5.
"Most of the time people· Houston postponed home
plead guilty because they games scheduled for Saturday, and Texas A&M has
h~ve done something wrong
and they_are ready to accept pushed up its game again$t
responsibility for what they Texas State, in anticipation
have done wrong. That is of Hurricane Rita reaching
the situation with Matt," · the Texas Gulf Coast this
defense attorney Steve weekend
The Aggies will play
Gradert said Tuesday.
Through · a
spokes- Texas State Thursday night
woman, U.S. Attorney Eric instead of Saturday.
Rice was scheduled to
Melgren declined to complay Navy, but on Wednesment on the guilty plea
day the game was reschedPitino discouraged as Louisville uled for Oct. 22. Houston
was to play Southern Missiscenter breaks foot in practice
sippi on Saturday. No makeLOUISVILLE, Ky. Louisville sophomore cen- up date was announced, but
ter David Padgett will be school officials said they
sidelined six to eight weeks were looking at Nov.12 or 13.
To make room, the SMUafter. breaking a bone in his
right foot and spraining his Houston game originally
ankle in a pickup game Mon- scheduled for Nov. 12 was
postponed to Nov. 19, when
day.
The 6-foot-ll Padgett both teams have an open
fractured the fifth metatarsal date.
The 'G olden Eagles play
and is doubtful to be available when · the Cardinals at Marshall on Tuesday, Nov.
begin the 2005-06 season, 8.
their first in the Big East.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
Padgett, who sat out last

Former basketball coach pleads
guilty to fraud, embezzlement

Offense for women's soccer hasn't been the same since losing sophomore Flock to injury
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ior forward Shannon Wing said
"We had to change a lot up front
when some girls graduated and
when we lost Kendra [Flock].
We're not yet playing as a whole
team. We have great girls out
there and we're going to find our
rhYthm soon."
The contest on Sunday
against UF was the first glimmer
of what this team can become.

UCF maintained consistent
offensive pressure throughout
the first half, but were unable to
avoid a defensive lapse early in
the game.
At 6:15, Gator Cherry Pickman sent a pass to Ameera
Abdullah, who sent a shot past
junior Knights goalkeeper Beth
Harless for the Gator's first goal
of the game.
The Knights did not allow
the early goal to affect their play

though. UCF outshot Florida 7-5
in the first half and peppered
Gator's goalkeeper Brittni
Goodwin with four shots on
goal.
Following the early Gator
goal, the Knights' defense only
allowed one more shot on goal
in the first half. Unfortunately, it
resulted in another UF goal.
Abdullah sent a comer .kick
to the outside post and Gators
forward Amanda EricksQn man-

aged to fight her way in the
crowd ofplayers to gain position
and head the ball in for UF's second goal.
The second half contained an
offensive flurry of shots from
both teams with UF outshooting
the Knights 8-6 overall.
UCF, however, created more
offensive chances, firing five
shots on goal in the Sf:!cond half
to UF's two. The Knights, unfortunately, could not find the back

of the net as Goodwin played
consistently and aggressively
the entire game.
Goodwin ended the day with
nine saves on nine shots on goal,
while Harless had two saves on
four shots on goal.
The Golden Knights gear up
to play FIU tomorrow night at 7
p.m.

Game notes
The Knights are now 2-6

overall and are on a four-game
losing streak.
UCF is 0-2 against Florida
schools after going an impressive 9-0 against Florida schools
last year.
Knights keeper Beth Harless has played impressively
after sitting out the first five
games.
The junior has a .833 save
percentage and a goals against
aven~ge of 1.333.

•

•

•

•

Former A-Sun rival Owls set

to take on Knights tonight
FROM

Bl

chances, but they scored on one
of them," UCF Coach Brent
Erwin said "We created a lot of
chances and didn't score. You
would think one of those would .
go in"
·
Erwin also mentioned how
close his team was from being
undefeated
'We created scoring chances
in both games," Erwin said 'We
hit ·the post in both games.
Someone cleared [a shot] off
the line in both games, but I still
have confidence in what this
team can do." .
While Erwin thought the.
effoi;t on Sunday was good, senior captain Billy Judino, who
attributed the loss in part to a
lack of mental preparation, said
that the team needs 'to show a
bit more effort
REBECCA BARNffi I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"Instead of saying, 'oh, some- Islam Rashwan and the Knights are looking to rebound after losing their last two games.
one else will get the ball,' we
need to say, 'hey, I am going to Atlantic (2-5) when they renew the current A-Sun Players ofthe
get the ball,"' he said. 'We just an old Atlantic Sun rivalry.
. Week, senior goalkeeper
need to make it happen. We are
Despite their subpar record, Anders Granstad and freshman
trying to let it happen instead of the Owls have been crushing forward Javier Carillo. . Last
going out and making it happen. the competition lately.
weekend against Xavier and
"It is unbelievable how good .
Contrary to the Golden Alabama A&M, Granstad postwe can be. We have a very small Knights, the Owls have . ed back-to-back shutouts and
hump we'll have to get over, and outscored their opponents 10-0 Carillo knocked in five goals.
then we will look really good"
over their last two matches.
Kickoff is slated for 7 p.m.
The Knights will try to get Because of this domination, the Thursday night at the UCF Soc- over that hump against Florida Knights will have to deal with .cer Complex.

STONEYBROOK
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SPORTS
corner
lmsports.ucf.edu

CHRIS MORELLO
Contributing Writer

One of the most exciting
tournaments of the year i~
upon us. Intramural Sports will
send this year's co-rec flag football champion to represent

UCF in Pensacola, home of the
2005 National Championship
Tournament.
Teams will consist of at least
four male and four female participants and will compete in a
two-day single elimination
tournament the w eekend of
Oct. 1-2. Rules for the game are
similar to the flag football
played on campus through
Intramural Sports, but have
minor variations encouraging
female participation.
For instance, if a m3.le
throws a touchdown to another
male it is worth a traditional six
points. If a female throws or

scores a touchdown, however,
it is worth nine points.
All UCF students are eligible to participate regardless of
if you are already playing for a
7-on-7 flag football team this
fall.
Sign up by Monday online at
www.imsports.ucf.edu. Click
Play!

Other upcoming deadlines:
lndividuar Sports Trivia Sept.28
3-on-3 Basketball ChallengeOct.3

Monday .- Friday ANYTIME/
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
'

Offer Expires 9/ 30/2005

Call the Pro Shop for tee .t imes

407-384-6888

..
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GAME DAY EVENTS SEPTEMBER

24

Come and show your support. Team GMAC and Saturn will be outside the football stadium this Saturday applying school spirit tattoos a couple of hours before kickoff. While you're at the GMAC/Saturn display, don't
forget to register for the chance to participate in the GMAC Bowl Right Stuff Challenge halftime activity. The first 500 students to register will receive a GMAC Bowl T-shirt. If you win the Right Stuff Challenge,
you'll receive a $1,000 scholarship!
You may also catch a glimpse of the 2007 Saturn SKY™ roadster. If you like what you see, be sure to enter the sweepstakes (entry form available at the display).

•'

No purchase necessary for sweepstakes or events. Vold where prohibited. Sweepstakes open to·legal residents of the 50 United States and tile District of Columbia who are 18 years of age or older and have a valid driver's license. Sweepstakes ends 12131/ 05. See saturn.com for official sweepstakes rules. You must pe
a full-time student enrolled at one of the participating schools In the MAC, WAC or C-USA conference who has a current valid student ID from that school and a valid driver's license, and be at least 18 years of age or older at time of entry to be eligible to parllclpate In the event. See on-sJte dlsplay for event official rules.
ti> 2005 GMAC. All Ri~hts Reserved. GMAC and GMAC Financial Services are registered service marks of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation. C 2005 sat um Corporation. Saturn and Its logos are registered trademarks or the Saturn Corporation.

•
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. UPCOMING RELEASE: .
TIM BURTON'S CORPSE BRIDE

Victor (Johnny Depp) and Victoria (Emily Watson) were to marry...

... until Victor woke the Corpse Bride (Helena Bonham Carter)...

••• and found himself torn between the worlds of life and death.

What if marital fidelity·
extended beyond the grave?
Tim Burton's Corpse Bride
probes age-old question of ...

..

TOMORROW

Pennywise

Tums out the rocking punk
band Pennywise gets its name
from the scary down-monster
from Stephen King's It. Man,that
clown was scary. Also appearing
with guests AWilhelm Scream, ·
Eleath ByStereo and H20 at the
House of Blues.407-934-BLUE

'TIL

TOMORROW

Awhole bunch
of bands

One great act not enough for
you, you selfish prig? Well,The
Social istrotting out A.M.Conspiracy, Atomic Tangerine, Through
You and Stereoside in one night
for one price! Satisfied yet? ·407246-1419 .

DO YOU PART?
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

T

TOMORROW

welve years after producing The
Nightmare Before Christmas,
director Tim Burton returns with
his latest foray in stop-motion animation, Corpse Bride. What results is a
triumph of Burton's indelible style
over substance, but only by a small
margin.

Tim Burton's Corpse
Bride marks the
director's return to
the world of stopmotion animation
since the cult classic

Jaycee Hunk
Auction
Ladies, stop pfetending ~ke 1
you.have a poyfriend . , . buy one i
instead! Tht: Rrst Allflual lee
Hunk Auction ill be r&ffi1 · fff
Orlandp's most eligible,~ t Stat
uesque bachelors to the chick • ·l
with the most dough. At Slini
gapours. 407-341-5941

TOMORROW

Victor (Johnny Depp) is a timid young man,
soon to be married. off by his parents to the
equally shy Victoria (Emily Watson), whom he
has never met before.
Though Victor ind Victoria hit it off during
a brief encounter prior to their wedding
rehearsal, he fails to properly recite his vows,
and is dismissed by the pastor to go over them
outside.
in the nearby woods, Victor rehearses his
vows and places the ring on a branch. The
branch turns out to actually be the finger of the
Corpse Bride (voiced by Burton's real-life wife
Helena Bonham Carter), much to her delight
and his dismay. Victor must then decide if ,he
wants to join the Corpse Bride in the underworld or if he still wishes to marry Victoria in
the living realm.
As expected, Burton once again tackles a
tale of the marvelously macabre with his own
distinct sense of whimsy. The pain-staking
animation pays off in sweeping fluid motion,
and each environment reflect$ his tendencies
for the gorgeously gothic.
The land of the living is drenched in bleak
shades of gray, while the land of the dead is a
lively, jazzy re~. In contrast, it is often
implied that the characters are better off
dead (Corpse Bride only seems to reinforce
this notion. which Burton previously tackled in Beetlejuice and Nightmare).
The story is a basic and predictable
one, though it never outstays its welcome
(the film itself runs a brisk 75 minutes).

i

The Nightmare Before
Christmas. Th e film is

technically
astounding, but a
little bit lacking in the
realms of emotion
and storyteUing.

PLEASESEE
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Classic Albums . ; ~
.,
Live ·
\

If you go yourown way, you
can call it another lonely day . . .
if you miss the live perfonnance
of Fleetwood Mac's classic effort
Rumours! This is the music to
which your parents had sex!
Appreciate it, people! At Hard Rock Live.407-351-LIVE

,
,

l
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SATURDAY

Mindless Self
Indulgence :
And you thought"mindless ··
self indulgence" was just a synonym forwww.livejoumal.com.
Catch the wild, high-energy punk
band at the House of Blues wit/l
guests Suicide City and the somewhat offensively named Retard- ,
0-Bot. 407-934-BlUE

'
(.'

.. "'
<f

SATURDAY ·

Three Mo'
Tenors

..
,,

Skilled singers Thomas
Young, Roderick Dixon and Victor
Trent give Pavarotti, Domingo
and that other g1iy a run for their
money with a unique act that
blends opera,jazz, blues, Broadway and soul into one ~stound- ,,
ing sound. At the Bob Carr Performing ArtsCenter.
407-849,2020

CORPSE ON 89

~\

PHOTOS BY WARNER BROS.ENTERTAINMENT

MONDAY

Pigtails - . not the hairstyle of choice to avoid crass comments
.

Men never cease to amaze me. And
they never cease to piss me off. In the
past two weeks I have been conducting
a little experiment. Being as though I
am still reeling from recent heartbreaks, I decided that rather than
doing my normal flirt-with-every-guyin-sight M.O., I would take the high
·road - no boys at all.
Here's how the experiment started:
Ever seen the movie How to Lose a Guy
in 10 Days? If not, shame on you! It is a
fabulous romantic comedy, plus I love
Kate Hudson. and Matthew
McConaughey is foxy for an older
man.
Well. I tweaked this idea, because 10
.

~

~

days was simflly too ·
women think they are,
attract men by the .
much of my precious
dozens.
time. My plan was to do
Originally I began by
it all in one night, to
talking to some guys,
repel as many guys as
hoping they would just
possible with just one
brutally rebuff me. Oh
hairstr.le: pigtails.
not so. In fact, I heard
It was a feat I was
I
'
things that would make
willing to take on and
NOT JUST SEX
a porn sta:r blush.
·
being as though I look
So,
I
give
to
you
my
more like Pippi LongDANADELAPI
Newsroom Manager
findings: The Dirty
stocking than a naughty
Dozen - 12 of the most
schoolgirl in pigtails
ever since I chopped off my hair, I figama~ingly dirty and repulsive things .
·
I've heard so far.
ured it would be easy enough.
Note: These are generally things
Ding! Wrong again. Apparently pigthat guys may never want to do again.
tails, no matter how goofy lookin

12. "Hey, cowgirl." Do I look country
to you as I jam out to Ludacris' ·
· "Pimpin' all over the world?" And no, I
will not ride anything that you deem
tempting enough to throw at me.
U. "How 'bout SO:\lle body shots?"
· This shouldn't count, but it does, mostly becal!.se my bartender Stiffie asks .
me every night like· clockwork.· ·
10. OK, so this one is not somethjng
said, but biting me is not a good rule to
follow. It does not make me weak with
desire, but rather scared you're a vampire.
9.."You're so adorable. Can I take
PLEASE SEETUGGING ON B9

H~!~~~~-~£~~ps?"
Thename alone makes them
worth seeing.According to
Wikipedia,they are a"Danish psychobi!lyband"with "theif roots
buried deep in '80s new wave,old
school punk and '50s rockabilly."
Sold American! 407-246-1419

DVD PICK FOR
THE WEEK OF SEPT. 27

Evi/Deadl

OK, so this is about the
eleventy-billionth DVD release for
the Evil Dead trilogy, but this one
comes in a neat-oSatanic rubber
case shaped likethe Necronomicon from the fiim!Love it like the
big nerd you really are.
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Praposals kicks off UCF Theatre season

ColSfers·
AND

SUCH

Try the new food at Crispers .•. it's HOT!
Most of us don't remember our college years as being times
of transcendent culinary experience. We fondly .recall
last night's pizza, eaten cold at 6AM, the infamou~
burger basket, or the belly bomb sub sandwich
that provoked a three-day gastrointestinal meltdown.

-

Uset:he
coupons

Those days are over. Now, there are new gourmet creations
from Crispers ... hot main dish items that are quick,
delicious, and full of flavor combinations you just can't get
anywhere else. Use the coupons, save money, and try them all.

t:oday,

rutdgo
gourmet:. ·

COURTESY CHANTRY BANKS

Amanda Stephens as Clemma chastizes Michael Navarro in a scene from the UCF Conservatory Theatre's performance of Proposals.

Students offer their hands to Neil Simon's classic Broadway
comedy about a broken engagement and love triangles
·· MELISSA PATTERSON
Scoping out the season
Contributing Writer
The UCF Conservatory
·Th~atre kicks off its main
campus season today with
Neil Simon's Broadway comedy Proposals. With one broken engagement, two love triangles and a handful of
unexpected lunch guests, it's
an afternoon you won't want
to miss.
"It's a great way to start off
the season because it has ·s o
many universal themes," said
cast
member
Sandy
Shenkman.
The story is told by Clemma, the Hines family's black,
live-in maid in August 1953.BUrt _Hines, loving father and
ailing cardiac patient, still
spends every summer at his
mountain retreat in the
Poconos.
His college-,age daughter
Josie remains at his side, even
after her mother Annie, frustrated by Burt's work-a. holism,.left three years ago.
But Josie has her own problems. She awkwardly breaks

The UCF Conservatory Theatre serves up an eclectic season of plays ranging
from i.ntense comedies to Shakespearean classks.

Margo Veil, An Entertainment, Oct. 6-23
The Boyfriend, Oct. 27 -Nov. 13
As Bees in Honey Drown, Nov. l 0-13, Nov.30-Dec. 4
TheGoodWomanofSetzuan,Jan.19-29
Five Women Wearing the Same Dress, Feb.15-March 5
Hamlet, March 23-April 12
Falsettos, March 30-April 9, April 19-23

her engagement to Kenny one
Josie's friend Vinnie, .a
day in the woods while poking young mobster from Miami
him with a stick. Kenny's best Beach, invites himself. Annie
friend Ray, a struggling writer suddenly flies in from Paris
and pro golfer from New York, just to say hello.
comes to scold Josie for her
And as if that weren't
heartlessness, as Kenny is · enough chaos for one afternoon, .Clemma's estranged
now suicidal.
What Kenny finds out, husband Lewis, who ran off
however, is that Ray has seven years ago, stops by too.
another motivation for comThe end result is a dining
ing to see Josie - he's also table full of stormy pasts and
pining for her after their hilariously conflicting backsecret romance ended .last ground~. They'll all have to be
summer.
careful not to upset Burt's
Ray decides to stay for heart condition, though.
lunch, and brings Sammii, his
This is th~ first show Arlen
air-headed model girlfriend, Bensen has directed at UCF,
with him. Kenny, eager to as well as his first semester on
flaunt his misery in front of
PLEASE SEE ROLE ON B9
Josie, also opts to attend.

Here's what's waiting for you at Crispers ...
•The new Big BIG baked potato, a super.:.sized spud,
covered with yummy stuff like Tex-Mex chicken,
savory pot roast in gravy, and lots more . .
•That burger joint doesn't have gourmet flat bread creations, but Crispers does.
Nine varieties, with toppings including Hawaiian; Parmesan Crisp, Spicy Shrimp,
Margherita, <!.nd tons of others.
•Then, you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiches,
which,includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.

·You are what you eat.
Don't forget our garden-fresh salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches,
and overstuffed wraps, too.
Plus a huge selection of frozen treats.

... -

SAVE $2 off any single
·
menu item priced over $4.99 \\c J~
including our new sel~
ction , ~·I
~fHOTentree
~
·~
- ....!f'J~.:• "·'
items.
•
·

- - - -- -
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MON.-SAT. 10:30AM - 9 PM
~!).
St,JN.l l AM-SPM

WATERFORD LAKES
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLA DO

ONE OFFER PER C OUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 10-7-05

ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - B PM-

2-ao I

'

REGAL 20
W ATERFORD T H EATltE_S

~7

Purchase any menu 'item
over $4.99 and receive
a cup of Crispers
Nibblers, FREE!

ALAFAYA

....
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I
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0

436

I·

SEMORAN BLVD.

To see all our menu selections,
dick on www.crispers.com.
L __ ___:__ _ _ _ _ _...;;,__ _ _ _ _ _ _

for Hospitality
Employees
•SH> All You Can
Drink fer College

Bring proof of employment or
your con~·ge ID and you've
scored unlimited drinks until
1am! Plus book your VIP table
now - bottles ot Bang! Vodka
are only·$100!

•

I.

I
I
I

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.
WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-41_00
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ON6 O FFER PER COUPO N.
.
ONE c_OUPON PERVISIT EXPIRES 10-7-05
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.Berman defines role in Orlando music scene
"We're rock, but not rock 'n'
roll," Steve said.
Berman formed somewhere
around seventh grade, when
singer Guy Jettman met brothers Greg and Mike Hejja. at the
private school where Jettman's
father was a pastor.
"[Jettman] got kicked out of ,
the school in second grade, but
that's another story," Greg said.
It wasn't long before the trio
ran into brothers Bradd and
Steve Shapiro.
Steve capitalized on experience he gained from three years
of producing albums with his
company, Random Gong Productions, to record the band's
first two albums, For The Better
(2003) and Life In The Stars
(2004).
A third Berman album
·should be released in the next
few months.
"Our goal is to be able to do
this full time," Greg said. ,"If a
record fabel can help us do that,
fine. Ifnot, we'll do it ourselves."
Berman will be performing
at the Florida Citrus Bowl at 2
p.m Saturday.

Group will play
this Saturday at.
the Citrus Bowl
NATALIEZFAT
Staff Writer

Dozens of fans chanted
"Ber-man! Ber-man!" from
inside of Sanford's First Presbyterian Church, where the band
played its first show of the fall
Sept. 16. The kids, who later
rocked and literally rolled on
the floor during the performance, seem to idolize the band.
Berman band members said
they enjoy playing for these
youth groups just as much as
· · they. enjoy playing for.college
·· students.
"Stop, drop, and roll," lead
singer Guy Jettman yelled to
fans in the crowd, who immediately hit the floor.
.
"See? It's fun, and we're
teaching the kids fire safety,"
bassist Greg Hejja said.
The question on many fans'
minds is what exactly
"Berman" means.
"Berman actually doesn't
mean anything," guitarist

COURTESY BRADD SHAPIRO

From left to right, guitarist Mike Helia, drummer Steve Shapiro, bassist Greg Helia, guitarist
Bradd Shapiro and vocalist Guy Jettman of the band Berman. ·

Bradd Shapiro said. "We give
different answers to anyone
who asks to create conflict:'
. One example Bradd offered
was that Greg had an eleventh
finger removed by a doctor
named Berman. He then pointed to a red circular scar on the
side of Greg's right hand.
"We were going to call ourselves Finger 11, but it was
taken," Bradd said.
The other band members,
guitarist Mike Hejja and drum-

mer Steve Shapiro, are just as
entertaining
as
Bradd's
"Berman" explanation.
"We're just trying to target
anyone who wants good, substantial music;' Jettman.said.
While each band member
has different musical influences, they all look to the Stone
Temple Pilots, the Foo Fighters
and Soundgarden for inspiration.
The verdict on their musical
style is entirely unanimous.

•

arid Race Book

PLAYER'S CLUB
EARN VALUABLE POINTS
ON EVERY WAGER!
JOIN TODAY!
•

College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

•

CD REVIEWS
Devandra Banhart
Cripple Crow

surprisingly danceable beat
and fun sing-along lyrics even the freaks still know how
to have a good time!
Cripple Crow is a breath of
fresh air in a world of conformity. It transplants listeners
back to an era long forgotten,
where music was truly q.sed as
a form of artistic expression.
Not afraid to push the
boundaries of what can be
done on a modern album,
Devandta Banhart is proof
that the risks are sometimes
worth the rewards.

EP between the two aforementioned groups.
What a light it is. The CD
contains eight tracks, all
strong enough to hold their
own. The harmonious unison
of Iron and Wine's Sam Beam
and CaleXico's Joey ·Burns is
one of the many great points
on the album, and it is apparent from the opener "He Lays
In the Reins."
That isn't the only surprise
in the song. Two minutes in,
we get introduced to Spanish
opera singer Salvador Duran,
Cripple Crow, Banhart's
who adds another unexpected
fourth full-length release, is ·
yet strikingly fitting layer to
the clearest representative of Iron and Wine and Calexico
the mix.
the newly coined freak-folk In the Reins
Each song ·from there on
scene.
highlights different aspects of
As the name's description
the collaborations, some
would suggest, the LP is filled
sound more Iron and Wine
with tracks that arl;! both
like, while others sound more
acoustically smooth and filled
like Calexico.
with psychedelic influences
The track "History of
(thjnk the Beatles' "NorweLovers" finds it way to us as
gian Wood"). Although a bit
Burns and Beam's take on sunoverstuffed at 22 tracks and a
shiny happy pop. Who knew?!
running time of more than an
The album's greatest suc.hour, Cripple Crow is for the
cess truly lies in the relation- .
most part a solid listenable
ships between the musicians.
album.
Someone hearing it without
In life, we sometimes don't
A few songs still stand out
get the answers to the deep any previous · knowledge
above the rest however.
would be hard pressed to
"Lazy Butterfly" is the questions that trouble us.
In their spot, though, we believe that it's not a band that
album's most out there track.
Lyrics about napping butter- sometimes just get answers to· has played together for years.
Both acts can be heard in
flies, burning oaks and purple really cool questions that we ·
th~ir unique way, yet they still
hummingbirds flow mystically never really actually asked.
For instance, what would it lay together almost too
about, accompanied by a
't ambora, hand drums and gui- sound like if Iron and Wine smoothly. Where the two acts
and Calexico made an album go from here is yet to be detertars.
mined, but after the success of
"Heard Somebody Say" together?·
And like a lighthouse guid- In the Reins, one can only
offers the simplistic yet striking anti-war plea - "It's sim- ing us from a fog we didn't hope that they someday will
ple/We don't want to kill." even know we were in, we cross again.
"Chinese Children" offers a now have In the Reins, the joint
- CHRIS BOWERS

~
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· If you've ever dreamt of erea-ting memories for millions of Walt Disney Woild®
Guests, }his is your chance. We are nqw casting for Disney Anjmated
Character "look .. alikes" and Disney Character Performers.
Q1:1alified Disney Animated Character "look - _alike 0 candidates should
have a positive attitude, good speaking voice and resemble the
characters in [ook and height. Selected candidates will also perform
as co.stumed characters.
Qualified Disney Character Performer candidates should be able to
demonstrate effective non-verbal communication skills.

r

Y .·

Audition Date:

...

September 28, ·2 005
3:00pm
UCFArena
..,
Please wear tennis shoes (no street shoes) and comfortable
attire that allows free movement.

For more information, call the Walt Disney World®
Jobline at 407-828-1000.

Disney. Where Imagination Works.
E0 E • Drawing C re ativity from Diversity • C Disney

.
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COURTESY WARN ER BROS. PICTURES

Animator Tim Allen works with the characters for Tim Burton's Corpse Bride. The animation for the film was highly painstaking.

· Corpse brilliantly animated,
but lacking in heart and soul
..

FROM

B6

Corpse Bride

****•

The characters are adequate,
the pllilS are frequent and the
Director: Tim Burton
songs are tolerable, if com5tars: Helena Bonham Carter, Johnny
pletely unnecessary.
Depp, Emily Watson
The biggest problem with
Starts tomorrow in theaters everywhere
Corpse Bride is, like the character, it has no heart.
respective motives seem to
Depp's Victor is a weak pro- .exist either for plot propulsion
tagonist to pull for, and the or punchlines, with few excepfocus falls on the Corpse Bride, tions (such as the sarcastic
whose rushed back story maggot that resides in the
proves to be the sole source of Corpse Bride's head).
sympathy on her behalf. The
The art direction alone is
other characters and their destined for awards glory, and

don't expect much surprise
from this end if the film ends
up taking home the Best Animated Feature Oscar next
spring.
Although visually captivating from beginnipg to end, Tim
Burton's Corpse Bride manages
to leave behind a cold, hollow
feeling with the viewer.
·
Nonetheless, this tale of a
young man and the ghoul n~xt
door carries a morbid charm
and whimsical nature that is
capable of winning over most
any cynic.

Tugging at the 'tails always a no~go
FROM

B6

,..

you home?'' Am I a puppy
now?
8. Tugging at the 'tails of
,_ any kind. It has happened
more often than I liked. Since
when is 'it OK to invade some
stranger's personal space to
· touch their physical person
just because you have a
naughty schoolgirl fantasy?
Hint: It isn't.
7. Touching my head
annoys me too - you're
messing up the part in the
back, boys! And patting me on
the head isn't any better ·
because, again, I am not a
puppy.

6. "What made you do that
to your head?" This is your
opening -line? Really? I was
shocked. I know it looks
kinda goofy, but wow. Move
along, bucko.
5. "Damn girl, you're fine!"
Just because I look like I am
13, does not mean we are ln
the eighth grade. I can't
believe people still use this
phrase. It's bad. Bad, bad, bad.
4. ''You remind me of my
daughter." Eww! Old, sleazy
men please take note: Do not
say this to any woman. For
that matter, just don't talk to
us.
3. "Does your daddy know
you're here with me?" I swear -

I could not make this stuff up.
Why would you bring up my
father? Eww. I was so baffled I
walked away. He was lucky he
didn't try to continue talking
tome.
2. "Oh, you gave me something to hold on to." I love the
guy who said this to me, so I
let it slide as playful fun. But
anyone else and I would have
flipped. What makes you
think I did this for you?
1. The No. 1 dirty thing I
heard? "Nice handlebars."
There just are no words.

ORLANDO
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Dana Delapl can be reached at
newsroom@UCFnews.com

Role of black maid a challenge for.student

1

B7

he's seen Proposals performed this season.
professionally, many black
Tickets are $15 for general
campus.
actresses refused to audition admission, $10 for students,
He joined the Theatre Con- for Clemma's role because of and $13 for seniors. Season
servatory as an adjunct her submissiveness to white ticket packages are also availinstructor thls year, and he's people.
able through the UCF Conser~
currently teaching theatre hisDespite these difficulties, vatory Theatre Bo~ Office.
tory.
the cast said they had a good
For more information, or to
"We're trying to set the bar . working relationship. ·
buy
tickets,
visit
really high, so · hopefully
Proposals is the first in a www.cas.ucf.edu/theatre on
series of eight shows coming the Internet, or call 407-823tlf; -1 .everyone after us will have
something to shoot for and to UCF theatre's main stage 1500.
leave us in the dust," Bensen
said.
·
Most of the cast is fairly
COMICS
new to the stage, but Toby S.
Pruett, who plays Burt, is
• more experienced. He worked
with the National Shake.speare Conservatory in New
Yotk before coming to UCF to
.. "' · pursu~ his master's degree.
Of tne UCF students' per. fot:mance, Pruett says he has
:been
"consistently
•' ; impressed." .
·
"This show is a prime
: example of the hard work that
: all of the students put in,"
. : Pruett said. "They deserve an
: audience,
they
deserve
FROM

Fl.004

DATE: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2005
TIME: 8:00 PM .
LOCATION: REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
STADIUM 20
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: STUDENT UNION RM 208

•

I

· praise.~·
Jfl

c.

Most of the cast listed their
: challenges with the show as
: "the usual ones" - adapting
theatrical
mannerisms,
: absorbfug dialects, conveying
: emotional stakes and transi. tioning from a rehearsal room
: to a stage.
One cast member, howev: er, had a more unique obstacle
: to overcome.
"It was a challenge to go
· back in time, and to accept a
position of servitude," Aman, da Stephens, the actress who
played Clemma, said.
Bensen added that when
:

ATTENTION TENNIS PLAYERS!!
Singles Challenge League
•Meet new people at your
skill /eve/
• Exciffng play & prizes
•Professionally organized

s'IGN UP ONLINE
$30.00 for
eight weeks
http://ucf.challengemastertennis.com

Or call 352-37 8250

..

Harris Springer

AContracted General
· Agencyfor

Independent Agent
Representing: ·

Insurance Consultants
of Central Florida
227 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, Fl 32789

(407) 740-5337 Ext.209
21003-0205

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

of Florida

Fax (407) 740-8786

email: harris@iccf.us •website:www.iccf.us

(
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO;PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Pb.one: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447:4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews~com
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Rehearsal Sat. Sept. 23, at 2:30
•

Golden Music Academy

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experi~mce
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x' 107.
JNR Adjustment Company has available
'positions for immediate hiring. We are
looking for energetic, self-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
industry. The position is based on hourly
rate together with commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal
interview.
TAX INSTRUCTOR
Exper. teacher or preparer needed for 8
week evening tax class. Starts late Sept.
Conv. location in East Orlando. Send
resume to LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com
or call 407-38cf-0880.
Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103

ARE YOU AN
:IRISH DANCER?
• Celtic Pulse Irish Dance
Company needs female Irish
Dancer~ Age 18-30 for
regular work in Orlando.
Open Standard a must
Contact Myra at 407-929-7570
or celticpulse@hotmail.com
for information.

Local Moving Company Now Hiring for ·
inside sales/customer service rep._
position. Excellent pay, benefits, and
incentives for the right individual. Please
Fax resume to 407-852-1133 Attn.Todd
or email at todd@tmtorlando.com
Famous Phils Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484-686-5678.
Occasional Babysitting Needed!
For 6 & 1 yr olds for parental
outings. Experience required Must
be avail. evenings & weekends.
-Call Mrs. Hill @ 407-306-9300.

Blimp Ground. Crew
Must be willing to travel full time. Have
no criminal background, have clean
• driving record and be Drug-Free. Also
see Career Builder, key word Blimp
Ground Crew or Call Steve Adams
407-363-7777
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Surliey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
click on Surveys.
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

LOCAL

STUDENT

HELP WANTED

$8
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First issue:
Each addl issue:

S3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
·Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts <1vailable
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

~General

WOMEN'S CHOIR
NOW ENROLLING

AD RATES

HELP WANTED:

~General

GREAT JOB, GREAT PAY, GREAT .
LOCATION! Busy Nature's Table
located in the Cingular bldg. @ 12150
Research Pkwy now hiring servers.
Must be clean cµt, friendly and hard
working with great attitude. Open
7:00am - 7:30pm M- F - Ask for Camille

Delivery
Earn $10,000+/year delivering USA •
TODAY M-F approx. 3-7AM in the
Orlando and Seminole County areas.
Avail Mondays till 10am for collections.
Must have vehicle and valid FDUauto
ins. To apply call 800/944-5543 option 2-: "

AAA has two positions
immediately available:
Position: Intern - Project Management;
Dept: Internet Development &
Operations; Location: Heathrow, FL.To
provide AAA.com Management and
Project Management assistance in
maintaining project schedules and
reports. REQUIREMENTS: Completed
courses in Technical Projecj
Management including ,\)Se of Microsoft ·
Project tool. Experience with Microsoft
Access. Attention to detail w ith strong
organizational skills. Must be a student.

Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happen! E;gg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Looking for Knowledgeable Texas Hold
Em Dealers! 2-3 hrs per night.
Please callA07-415-2559, or visit us at
·www.allinpokerseries.com

Position: Intern - Internet Webmaster
Services; Dept: Internet Development
& Operations; Location: AAA, Heathrow,
FL Assist clubs in the maintenance and
"customization of their web sites offered by
National Office Webmaster Services.
Assist National Office business line in
creating web pages for AAA.com.
Maintain a high quality, professional.
customer service attitude at all times to
insure club satisfaction.
REQUIREMENTS: Ability to effectively
utilize a PC with advanced knowledge of
windows based PC software (Le. spreadsheet, graphics, word processing, and
databases). Basic knowledge of HTML
programming language. CG! scripting and
Java Script are a plus. Excellent verbal
and creative writing skills. Actively
displays a willingness to provide
high quality service. Must be a student.

VALET PARKING ATIENDANT
FT/PT.weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
· 407-303-8025, leave message.
Female smokers, ·'hin, feminine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $50. Leave name a~1d
number, your call will be returned.
661-255-3940
.
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages +tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
· at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

.

TAX PREPARER, FREE TAX CLASS •
Earn extra income after taking course.
Flex. sched, conv. Joe. in ·East Orlando.
Register nowl Courses start in Sept.
Send contact info to
LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com or call
407-380-0880. Liberty Tax Service.
Small fee for -books.

CARE GIVERS for our clients in their homes. Flex. PT. shifts avail. No - previous exp. needed HOME HELPERS :
Call 407-454-0000
,

~

()

Part Time Web Developer
•
Growing internet co. in the satellite radio- : -c;
business needs web developer w/ •
knowfedge of HTML and Photoshop. ~
Please contact Matt at
407-657-8777 ext 104.
- : ,.,
***.EGG DONORS NEEDED***
Help a couple become a family.
Compensation $5,000 all expenses paid www.ProdigyOvumDonations.com
Poqstacie@aol.com

thrermweive
1" ._ V M N V

Valet Attendants needed. FT/PT. Great
pay/flexible schedules. Immediate
openings,
Call (407) 616-3296

~ <'.')' Cl l

tt "-"'

SSS Tel.~phone Sales SSS·
$8-1 O/hour +Commission • FT or PT
Flexible Hours • Located on UCF Campus
Product is Unique online backup software

Pfr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must love Dogs .
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

Must be reliable, good phone voice

IT Tech Support. Junior Level Student to
work 16 hrs/week in South Orlando. On
the job training for Filemaker and
Database. Knowledge of HTML,
Windows 2003 server and Windows
office applications. Compensation $8/hr
send resume to bsebald@amberusa.com

& minimum 12 month telephone sales and closing experience

e-mail experience to: telesales@312inc.com or call 321-235-1334
Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Carl
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com
BIOLOGIST
Environmental consulting firm needs fast
learner, but will trC!in. Will consider part
time. Send resume' to :
yifr@earthlink.net or FAX 407-327-1718.

BEST PART-TIME
JOB IN ORLANDO

Jason's Deli is now hiring delivery drivers
to start at $7/hr plus tips!
We are willing to work around your busy
sched. & other jobsl Flex. shifts avail :
Mon-Fri. 10 am to 4 pm. Delivery drivers
must be 18 yrs or older, own car, have
valid drivers license, up to date
insurances and a good driving record.
No exp. needed! Tell a friend and apply
in person at Jason's Deli, 303
E. Altamonte Dr, #1350. ~07-830 -0699.
Delivery drivers needed . Good pay plus
tips, must be motivated, know the area
and able to work 25 hours per week.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)

WE VALUE AND INSPIRE
PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN THIS
DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS....

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenientlocations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

EARN
·U PTO

,.,

$170/MO.

donating
plasma regtilarly

..........................•

SPECIAl

I

~10 OfffR

New Donors
Brin_g this ad
for $S extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

·····················-~····
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DClfBiologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
peoplewith various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235~100
'.1

.
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~ HELP WANTED:
I~General

•

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

(enttal :Jlodba '1tture

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
STUDENT .MUSICIANS
TO BRING M.USIC
TO OUR EARS
Now casting Student Musicians for
Christmas Parade/Atmosphere Positions
who plal/:
•Trumpet
•Trombone
•Bass Trombone
• French Hom/
Mellophone

By E-mail

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BDRM In 3 bdrm home on
lake, 6 mlns from UCF. $500/mo
Incl. utll, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated'Pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.
F, quiet, clean n/smoker needed for furn.
private bed/bath. 15 min from UCF. No
pets. 550/month all incl. flex lease.
Call Jennifer 407-366-3537
Room avail. 3/2 furnished house, garage,
W/D, cable, internet, near UCF, VCC,
417 & 408, $400/mo + util. Call Brian at
. 321-544-6003 or beachant@hotmail.com
$500/mo incl elec, water, cable, wi-fi.
NO PETS, NO SMOKING .
407-721-4513 Avail Immediately.

• Orumset/Marching
Percussion
• Glo€kenspiel
Girls

General-y Speaking

A lJ D I_T I 0 N S
Sunday, September 25, 2005
~~pm-6pm

AVALON PARK
AVALON LAKES .
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Built 9/05--2900SQUFT.
Ready by Oct. 2005
5 BRs, 4 Full Baths
Luxurious Master $700.-1 Huge Studio BR with
Bath/Superloft $900.-BR (Priv. Bath) $525.-BR (Shared Bath)$450
High Sp.lnt./All Appl.
For Profess.Group .or
Students/Joint Lease
Call For Perfect Match
Anette: 407-71 6-0848
nancepropertyinvestments.com
Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$450/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867
Room for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq .ft. located in Waterford Lakes Area
$500/mo includes everything. For more
· info Call Angela 321 -662-8754

1.
4.
8.
.
12.
13.
14.

15.
17.
18.
19.
20.
23.
25.
26.
27...
30.

31 . Remember t his
32. Curtain fixture
3 3. Do __ say,
not ...
34. Buddies
35. City haze
36. Large quantitie s
38. Limerick
3 9 . S m arter
41 . British beverage
42. J a pan's contine nt
4 3. General legislature
4 8. Sow chow
49. Age nts 50. Eggs
51 . Corrals
52. Container
53. Part of BYOB

Cleo 's nemesis
Out of the wind
Pound prisoners
Commit perjuty
Court divid ers'
" - -first
you don ~. succ eed . ..
Gene ral me d ical w o rk
Cigar e nding
Hull ab b rs.
Differ ent
Foamy
Song part
Hialea h postings
Manicurist's
tool
"Many _ _
called . . ."
Pol. p a rty
member

2

DOWN
1. Peak

3

5

6

7

DIRECTIONS: From Greenway (Hwy ti17 North).: Exit East 9nto University Blvd.
Turn left onto Al~lfaya Trail, turn right at first traffic light. Follow road to parking
area. Rehearsal Hall is on the right.

Rehearsals take place on weekends beginning October 22, 2005.
Performances are November 27 through December 31.
Salarl/ is $9.96 per hour - rehearsal and performance rate.

©Disney

Drawing Creativity

from

~ ::
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Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential LearnLng.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu

Caregiver needed for disabled
•
gentleman w/ a wheelchair.
• ' 6:30-8 :30 'am M,W,F; flex weekends.
.. '
$10/hr. Call 407-2'76-6627 .

DATA ENTRY.·Work from anywhere.
Flexible Hours, $$ Great Pay $$
Personal Computer Required. Serious
Inquiries Only. (800)873-0345 Ext. 499. ·
DO YOU WANT CONTROL
Of Your Life. Fire Your Boss.
Stop Climbing The Corporate
Ladder. 888-283-5603
www.choose2bhappy.com

• , Billion $$$ Company Expands into
~lorida With N ew Energy Drink! Part-time
r;ilps needed . www.fuelgoodenergy. com
.ii) •
or 904-980-921 2.

Room For Rent- Male In 312 home
10 min fr UCF campus. Close to VCC
too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563

: • Camp Counselors for after school
ptogram in Winter Springs. Experienced,
•
Ene rgetic, and Enthusiastic!
it
Call 407-696-0113

3/2 SFH w/ screened patio, all
appliances included off Dean Rd.
Call Legacy Real Estate Group at
407-275-9595
3/2/2 home in Ashington Park. Built in
1997 - Very close to UCF. $ 1350/mo.
Call (407) 482-8598

Showroom Assistant. Restaurant
equipment dealership seeks happy,
intelligent person to assist customers,
operate cash register, stock shelves, etc.
9:15-6pm M-F Resume to
Jobs@rewonline.com or
407-679-1699(Fax)
Facility operations technician for large
t11 residential apartment complexes in the
Lake Buena Vista area. Permanent, FIT.
Excellent pay/benefits.
Fax response to (407) 658-6103
'

Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
' ,complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
;..
inquiry to 407-93~9057

ATTENTION STUDENTS!.
. Have you thought about buying
instead of renting? Pay the same but
own your place! Call your UCF
Mortgage Company for assistance!
407-319-4730
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
Brand New Beautiful Home
3/212, lakeview, fenced, $1350/mo, W/D
2car garage, located in Rouse Run
407-282-1179 or 800-221-1281

Can't Beat This Deal!
Single room avail. in CVI beg. immed. July 31st $500/mo. incl. all utilities, cable,
high speed internet, UNLIMITED MEAL
PLAN! Please Call Richard at
954-721-2126 or 954-336-5042

1 Room Avail. In 3/2 House.
$500/mo includes all utilities, cable,
internet access, WID, community
pool, and tennis courts. For more
Info call Bobby at 407-973-4751
Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407-277-7080
Only $350/mo. util. incl. No leasing. Two
rooms for rent in 3/2 home. 1O min east
of UCF w/ sat. & internet. pref. N/S male
18-24 Contact Luke asap. 407-568-1462
2 private bdrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/ male undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share bath, w/d, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, no smoking. $450/mo.
Semester or year lease. Call Kwami at
407-381 -1713 or David at 407-252-5276
Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $:f75/mo. Furnished.
Call 407-273-9045
407-497-2638
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Apartment available in 4/2 in Pegasus
Pointe.Females p nly. Living room and
balcony. 1 Month Free. $350/month.

College Station Apartments
1 bd. in a 4/4 all utilities included,
high speed internet, cable, electric,
pool, gym. Avail ASAP-Aug.'06 .
$490/mo Call 612-581-4714

1997 Honda Accord 2-Door coupe. Gold
5-speed. Very clean, great condition.
Best Offer. Call (407) 341-5397

Village at Alafaya Club
1 bd. in a 414 all utilities included, w/d,
1st mo/free, $515/mo
Call Nina 954-240-2057

96' Dodge Intrepid, four door 3.3 Liter.
Runs great, fair condition,
AC, Power locks/windows, alarm
$1500 OBO As Is 321-543-1069

I

Have used, but not used up sports
equipment collecting dust? I'll pay
cash for it & pick it up. For an
estimate call Mark @ 407-590-9643

rm

I
j

EVENTS

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
'95 Mazda Protege $15 00 or best offer
Call 407-221-2968 o r 407-221-2982
2003 Red Ford VX2 $35K miles
Book value $7,800 Asking price $5,900
Good condition Call 407-325•4154

UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still '
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now :
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM & :
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Reso1,Jrce
•
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info, ~
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http:·,
//pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/- butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
J
Wed 917 @ 7:00 PM

Pool Table For Sale!
8ft. Mizerack slate table with red felt,
black trim, and chrome detailing.
, Originally $1 500, 9 mo. old. $800 OBO.
407-497-962 1

LiCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes In the UCF
· area. We specialize in finding UCF
students the ir first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick PhllllpsiMark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622

Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 cents!
Fantasy/Sci-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses.
www.Harrington-Artwerkes.com·
1

Pillowtop Mattre ss Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $1 35. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822
MOVING SALE, ALL MUST GOI
Peach 5 piece bed set, Black 4 piece
waterbed set, white sofa and love seat.,
glass dining table, black entertainment
center, black and gray end tables,
wooden desk and green 6 piece patio set.
Call 407-341-5397.
Professional air hockey table with
electronic overhead scoreboard.
Plenty of handles and pucks.
Includes warranty until Jan.
Was $900. Will sell for $400.
Gritat for all ages.
Call 407-709-5098.

Harley Davidson

rm

\

rm

SERVICES

FREE Weight Los s Sample Pack, while
supplies last! $37 Value
www.excited4dreams.
greatshapetoday.com/np
· DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281 -7841
www.peg asusfinancing.com

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Are you fed up with your hair?
Call Kristine "the hair nurse"
@ 407-701 -8173

TRAVEL

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected ? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Freel Call for group discounts.
. Info/Rese rvations 800-648-4849
•
www.ststravel.com.

WE BUY HOUSES
Any Condition, Fire Damaged,
Divorce, Estate Sale, Moving,
Foreclosure, Bankruptcy, Jail,
Behind in Payments-OK!
(386) 295-8893 .

r·

Dyne lowrlder, 2003 anniversary
model. Under 2k miles. Fully loaded
with many accessories. $16,!ipO!obo
Call 407-489-6535 for more !lnfo.

Hurricane Katrina Relief Event The
Treemont Retirement Community Sat.
Sept. 24th 9am-12pm Rummage sale, ; ·
Car Wash, Book Sale, Bake Sale, Food. ,
All proceeds go .t o Red Cross and
Salvation Army. 7015 RedBug Lake Rd. "

WRENWOOD CONDOMINIUMS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos. Concrete
Block Construction, single story.
Conversion property, major renovation
inside & out. Priced from the $120's.
6 miles to UCF. 407-657-9604 or
ghomes @cfl.rr.com

Two love seats $50 each, Two sofas
$100 each. Excellent condition/UCF area
Call 407-366-4814 . ·
Male or Female Roommate Wanted
Room avail in 3/2 house.
$450/mo Incl utll, cable, and
Internet. Call 407-256-8784.

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!

-

Diversity • EOE

Mendel Villas. 2/2.5 townhouse with
garage and W/D. $725/mo. Within
walking distance to UCF.
Call 407-324-7773.

1 & 2 Bedrooms

tion

15

2001 Yamaha Zuma Scooter
Runs great aQd reliable. Perfect for
campus transportation. $700.
55 GALLON FISHTANK
Very clean, perfect condition. Comes w/
wood cabinet, stand, and lights. $110.
Call 352-328-9670. ·

c::::Jl<N I G HT 60 IN CT<

Apartments

= - - t - - + - - - t --1 28 . Motel

MUSICIANS WILL BE SEEN IN ORDER OF ARRIVAL
$530/Mo. ($545
reg price). One month Freel Includes .
utilities, internet, w/d, cable tv,
garbage service, pool, gym. 2 Female
roommates. Deposit req, but
negotiable. Call 954-591 -9292

Heather Glen

--+--+---+--1 26. Imperfec-

12

Female roommate wanted for 3/2 in
Oviedo. Non-smoker, no pets, includes
high speed internet, W/D, $400 per
month. Utilities incld, undergrad preferred.
Call Jenn at 352-455-7935
M or F Roommate Wanted
Room for rent in 3/2 home in Ashington
Park. 3 miles from UCF. $475/mo incl
all util and wireless internet.
Call 407-207-8523.

University of Central Florida
Music Rehearsal Hall, Building 19

•

(University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)

HEATHER GLEN CROSSWORD
ACROSS

REQUIREMENTS: Must be full-time or part-time student.
Must be at least 18 years of age. Must provide own transportation
and housing. Must conform to Walt Disney World Co. appearance
guidelines. Sight Reading Required.

,.

University Court, Suite 200

407-447-4556

Oviedo Room w/ Bath for Rent

•Tuba/~ousaphone

CASTING COLLEGE STUDENTS AND
QUALIFIED HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS ONLY

•

for as low as $3 an issue!

Avalon Park
Timber Creek
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Just built in July 05
5 BRs, 3 full Baths
Luxurious Master $500.·Reg. BRs $375 + Util.
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
3 Ro.oms Left ($375)
For Profess.Group or
Students to Join In
Anette: 407-716-0848
Add. Big Homes avail.nearby
Leon : 407-334-6658
nancepropertyinvestments.com
Other homes avail. near
Dean Rd.flake Underhill Rd .

Place your ad In m inutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-m ail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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Top· Quallty Me t . & P duce Everyd yl

Iceberg
· lettuce

Boneless .
Beef

Rump
Roast
Super Size

Package
7-12 lbs.

lb.

Red

Country

Delicious,

Style

Cranny

Pork

Smith or

Spare Ribs

Cala Apples .
S lb. bag

ea.

Zephvr
large ·
Orade A
Eggs

Dan non
Natural
Spring Water
6-pack,

1 Dozen

.S ltr. Bottles

Natural
Light or Ice
12-pk., 12 oz. Cans

Hunt's
Spaghetti
Sauce
26.S oz.,
Select Varieties

"1

Acme
Spaghetti
or Elbow
Macar~ni
16 oz.

RAIN CHECK: e strive to have on hand suttlcient stoclrnf advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as soon as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is req · d to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price · each Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad. © 2005 Eleme Inc. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are tradem<l(ks owned by or licensed by Extreme Inc. All Ri~ts Reserved.
.
l
.
Central Florid( Future • FUOr1ando • S.0921
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